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THE MAGNETIC STATE OF THE EARTH AT EPOCH 1885.0
Adolph Schmidt
Gotha
The general theoretical developments on which the investiga-
tions presented here are based, were presented in an earlier
issue of this journal (XII, 2, 1889). A report of the most
important results proviaed by the application of these develop-
ments to the state of the earth's magnetism in the year 1885 has
al so been published ( Abhondlungen der k. buyer. Akademie der
Wissensch., II. I . , XIX vol.,I Abth) On the following pages the
fundamentals and the results of this investigation will be presented
in greater detail and in addition, the calculations themselves
will be presented. This is done with-the intent of creating a
reliable and comfortable basis for future investigations of a
similar nature, but not because the results themselves might have
a conclusive significance. These results doubtless require
significant improvement and it has long been my intention to
perform a definitive recalculation for this period of time as soon
as the needed information becomes available. The presentation
here is based entirely on the values of the earth's magnetic force
components at 1800 points of the earth's surface derived by Dr.
Neumayer. The observations on which these values are based, extend
back to about 1887; the vast majority come from the time before
1885, to which the derived values presented in the earth atlas
of magnetism pertain. The determination of these latter values
had to be by extrapolation in most cases; this necessarily reduces
their validity. This circumstance was unavoidable since the atlas
naturally was to provide a representation for a short time segment.
But in addition to this problem, there is the deficiency of the
observation material for wide regions, as Dr. Neumayer discussed
in detail in the notes on his atlas. It is clear that progress
has been achieved in two ways through the incorporation of recent
observations--which it is hoped will be expanded considerably in




in uniformity of geographic distribution, and the use of
observations symmetrical to the normal epoch increases the
reliability of application to the earth. If these considerations
should make a future repitition of the present calculations seem
expedient, then in addition it should be noted that observations
made above 60° N-latitute have been entirely excluded.
In spite of the described, generally unavoidable deficiencies,
it is hoped that the reporting of provisional results will not be
thought unjustified, not only because of the simplification this
means for a final working, but also because the'
anticipated observations from the South Polar regions will
have to be delayed for several years, and also because no
signficantly better results are likely to be available for some
time.
The two papers mentioned above--which will be referenced
below as A and B, contain such a detailed presentation of every-
thing not relating exclusively to the performance of the numerical
calculation, that I can limit this discussion almost entirely
to an exposition of these calculations. Thus, rep.titions have
been prevented, except where absolutely necessary for the
cohesion of this presentation.
Survey of Mathematic Aids in the Expansion
The empirical basis of the entire investigation is formed by
the maps of the geomagnetic elements S.a.i constructed by Dr.	 i
Neumayer for the beginning of the year 1885, or rather, by the
values of these quantities taken by him for 1800 points where the
meridians of 0°, 50 , 100 ....3550
 East longitude from Greenwich and
the parallel circles of 0°, 50 , 10°....60° North and Sough geographic
latitude intersect. The mentioned, detailed text of the atlas of
geomagnetism (the 4th part of Berghaus' Physical Atlas) provides
information about the materials used in construction of the maps
and about the applied methods of map-making; it is thus unnecessary




From the values of the elements H.d.i, those of the com-
ponents X, Y, Z were derived. These latter are presented in
table III. 'X' means North, 'Y' means East, 'Z' means the
downward, positive-measured component of force, so that the
arrangement of positive semi-axes agrees with the present standard.
The unit of measure ,
 used here and in all numbers in the present
report, is 0.1' cm g s `, i.e. the unit of the last place
which still has some relevance in variation observations.
Prof. Eschenhagen suggested the designation r as a remembrance
of Gauss (see Terrestrial Magnetism, Vol. I, p. 57, note 2). I
will use this designation hereafter.
The values of the components were then presented on each
lati^ude by means of trigonometric series as functions of geographic
longitude A. The coefficients of this series developed to 4th
order terms are presented in table IVa, b, c. They formed the
starting data for my own calculation.
X= k+k,coslc+S,sinx+ .......... +X.sin41
F == l,+ 1 1 cm i.+ L, sin!........... + L4 sia 41
Z = m,+ ►n, cos I +4f, sin R+ .......... +34 #in 41
If the flattening of the earth is ignored, then the obtained
numbers could be expressed by spherical functions of geographic
latitude. But this is directly possible only for Z, since X and Y
are inconstant at the poles because they approach equivocal
expressions of the form
C, C08(1—,,) and c, sin(i.—a,) at the North pole
—c, Cod (A—m) and c= `"» ^'^—°_) at the South pole.
So whereas Z can be developed without change, X and Y must be
represented by expressions formed in connection with Z, or by
themselves, and these expressions must be free of all discontinuity.
This can be done in a variety of ways. A limitation is Introduced
by the requirement that the selected expressions should permit a
simple and a closed series development lead i ng to a derivation of
the potential on the earth's surface. The simplest possible
values in this case, which are sufficient for a unique definition
of the force vector, are X sin u, Y sin u and Z, if u denotes
the complement of the geographic latitude. Besides these, the
following might also be taken into consideration:
Boota+rcwutina, %tins—rovesmi, Z
and —Seascosi— rsina—Zaiuurora, —ac+a.rer»,a+fovea—ZriNSaai,
 BnnK —Ions.
The second group represents the components of force in three
fixed axes, i.e. rectified at all points; these axes are parallel
to the earth radii to the equatorial points of 0 0 and 900 East
longitude and to the North pole.
Now if the deviation of the earth's surface from the
spherical is to be taken into account, as is the ca sia here, then
this necessitates a modification of the calculation (see A, p. 13;
B, p. 4). First, the geographic latitude has to be replaced by
the geocentric latitude. Its complement, called o, is defined




1+ E /y u= [0.0014542] tg u
where the bracketed figure is the usual abbreviation foi num log.
The value of .= used here is 0.00671922; it corresponds to the
Bessel factor for flattening, 1:299.1528. The computed values
of r belonging to u = 00 , JO , 100 ...900 have been rounded off to
whole seconds of degrees (see B, p. 5):
0' 0' 0' W 1' 0' 10'1'89' 150 2'58' 20' 8' 42' W4'25' • W4'59' 85. 51 25' 4d'r 4o'
45' W 45' S0' S' 40' S5' W 24' 60' 4' S9' 65' 4'24' i0' 8'42' V 2'52' W2'58' 85' 1' 0'
90' 0' 0'.
For ul = 1800 - u, we have v,. 18o'—v. All other calculations
are based on the rounded values given here, and not on the equa-
tion presented above.
Another deviation of the calculation from that of a sphere
is that instead of the force components X, Y, Z, we have to use
the slightly different quantities eg,Ar,rZ where:
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a s l+f eofv,
	= Y1++3
X •ftn Ii to r
The quantities to be developed according to spherical functions
of the argument v are now:
a%mt v	 #To* v	 r^
For the parallel circle of u = 0 0 , 50 , 100 .... 900 .... 1800,
the logarithms of the coefficients contained herein are (their
numerical values have been given in B, p. 47, table II, in addi-





u togafinv logy v	 r
0'	 -oo	 -oo	 0.0000000 180' 43' ` 9.8309361 9.83166" 9.8994717 •185'
3 8.9431807 8.9431918 9.9989889 173	 50 It 9.8854533 8.8863078 8.8981433 130
10 ' 9.2424871 9.2423311 9.9999560 170
	
SS '9.9143187 8.915!836 9.8890231 133
15 t 9.4157098 8.4158073 9.9999023 , 163
	
60 9.8383361 ( 9.9383471 9.8989084 130
20 " 9.5366174 9.5367880 9.9998294 160
	
65 '9.9377935. 8.9589687 9.9988048 113
23 ;4.6283366 9.6285970 ( 9.9997396 133
	
70 ' 9.9733253 i 9.9746098 ` 8.9987154 ` 110
30 ` 9.7011483 9.7015128 9.9996335 150
	
75 9.9831378 9.9864949 9.9986429 i 103
35 q 9.7605416 9.7610211 9.9995273 143
	
80 " 9.9984389 9.9948494 9.9985885 ' 100
40 9.8097714 19.8103734 , 9.9993980 140	 83 9.9983663 9.9998095 9.9985568	 95
43 9.8509361 ! 9.8516644 + 9.9992717 135 	 90 0.0000000 0.00.14342 9.9985458
Since X, Y and Z have already been developed by A, the only
problem left to solve is the representation of the -Coefficients
ak. &M v, a$.an v; jil fin v, #L.fin v; ram, rte,
by spherical functions of m-th ran?: (P^,•^.....^ . For each of
these coefficients, 25 values are known which belong to the
parallel circles of geographic North-pole distances u
	 300 , 350..
..1500 , which I will denote by a second, lower index i = 1,2,...25.
For i+e m 26, we have ri+rr a 180', thus sin vi = sin vi , and at s ac etc.
Now it is clear that the sums:
atk.,rfinn+ork .rsint►r........... nJda,,r+rrY.,r
i.e.	 aisin vl (k.4 j + &%f) ........... ri (M..t+Jf ,rr
are even functions of cos v, and that the corresponding differences:
at sin ri(ka,d_k„4r)........... rj(if•.j	 r)
are uneven functions of cos V. The former depend only on spherical
functions Pm with even difference (n-m) of the two indices; the
i
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latter depend on those with uneven difference (n-m), and since
the observation data can be expressed completely by those sumsE
F_- and differences ( due to their symmetrical distribution about the
equator), the unknowns--the coefficients of spherical functions--
'-
	
	 break down into two separately determined groups. With regard to
this circumstance- -which considerably simplifies the numerical
calculation--I do not intend to report the quantities $rk,.iri^et....
nA&%,.(in table Va, b, c), rather only the cited sums and differences.
The spherical function Pm (or Pn,m in Gaussian notation)
is defined by the equation:
: rin t- 1` v*'	 ^^ 




(A—m) (11-111-1} (1t--tri—^) ^^-111-8)
	 1
+	 2.4.42n-2)(2n-8)QO^v*'^ ^,^.... J
For the functions up to 7th order used below, i.e. for those in
which a 57, I intend to compile the resultant series since it
is convenient for many purposes to have the numerical values of
the coefficients at hand. As abbreviation, I write Pm instead
of Pa (ovv) , furthermore, c instead of Qor y and s instead of skv
P$sl	 Pa=r	 J"* a-8	 P;sCS-6C
P, = r	 P; >: rC
	
P, z r(C= — 6,




P; s r(rs — $ t)	 Ps, s r(CO— 8 C2 +Z1)
PO s r= (t 11	 P; : r
= (CS — 3 t)
Pi a OSC
	







`:—Y81	 P: - c?- 1es+ics—
P; as r (ct— u 's+ sa `^ - t l`c- 1& `4+.ffe2 " 5
P; - tc•-	 e^+ P; ^:=le'- 1o`$+15`!
t• (a - 11, . Pj - t• tet- 3
s tie P" —
	 {^ 1$)
P; Poo M 00
P; - 0
For a numerical calculation of the functional values and
in particular of their most-frequently used logarithms, a repre-
sentation by products is preferred to this one using sums.
Pm is a whole function of eav^ , except for a factor 6*t-
or tint-cov. If we break this down into its real, linear factors,
we then obtain:
P"„ (c^a v) - ti+i d" (oat v-a,) (aw v-ar) ......... (car e-a,,..)
with	 at - -a.-.t y - -an-w .....
In this form the equation is valid for all cases. Now if
n-m is uneven, then the independent value atc.-a.0 - o appears and
Pm obtains the factor oa y., as it must be.
	
Now if we set: at - co as t
 
or as oa a3, ....:	 b-w — to a.-& — -Mai,
and note that:	 (earn—C"a)(*"V +oa a) — —tat (v+a)titt(v —a) •. tat (v +a)ti+t(v ♦160^r)
then we find:	 P".,(carv) - jift•.eia(v+a ) SM(v+02) .......... au(e+a
-M)
with	 +a,,..., - 180r, os♦ a.	 -lid'.....
and for uneven n-m:
In order to make this convenient formula applicable for the
numerical calculation, it is sufficient to compute the occurring,
constant angles a,, a= .. -. a„	 for the various spherical functions
one time only. I have done this and present the results in the
overview below. Naturally it was expedient to carry the computa-
tion out so that the results will be useful for all future appli-
cations. Therefore, although a much less stringent computation
would be sufficient for present purposes, the calculation was
performed with 10-place logarithms (from Vega's Thesaurus) and
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the results are presented to 4 decimal places of seconds of arc.
Their uncertainty is approximately 0 11 .0002. It hardly need be
stated that in the representation of Po , the roots of the equa-
tion Po = 0 already computed by Gauss could be used. The appro-
priate angles v, are found in the tables published by Prof. Seeliger
for the Neumann method of coefficient computation of spherical
function series; the results are accurate to tenths of an arc-
second ( Sitzungsberichte der moth .-phys. Man* d. 1 (. Akademie d. Wissenschaft
zu Muenchen, 1890. page 499.)
P",a (tor V) s oil, v"' mom (v+a.)
.as
^:
s^ s	 x1. 44' 8'19"+1
a= az 125•
 ia` 51'33049
ass 89. 18' 58'4787
' as 	 140' 46' r5268	 s w
Ps at as	 88. 26' 5'8158
a2 as 116. 88' 54:1842
at s	 80. 88' 20'1802
	 a! s	 70.
 1'27'4111
p0' a, ac 14r 26' 89:8696
	 4 s 109. 62' 85'Sm
P, a, s 49' 6' 28'7792




s 112' 1!' 27'5664
at m	 2a•
 i' 2'4282
as s t ai•
 b8' aY5768
ao :	 570 25'18'8042
122.84' 48'1968 as ma w
at M	 4O.
 5'17:1091
at s 189' S4' 42'8909
62 =	 18.25'88'8284
a` s 106. 84' 213766
.
at s	 54. 44' 8.'1971
4 s 125' ia' 61'8029 s W:
a, s 70' 81' 48'6067
g s 108'28' 161948
o^ s 21. 10' 86'8445
as .a 158' 49' 18'1555
as s 48. 86' 28'17 79
A s 181'28' 81'8521
ar s
 W11'417914417914
as 	 108`48' 18'9068
at=	 88' 52' 41'7501
as = 146.
 7' 18'27931
at s 64' r W.4575
a, s llrar!4$!4!4 ~ : 90r
at s	 45. 59' 84'7020
as w 1840 0' 25'2960
as !	 75. 29' 21'0527
ati	 101. 80' 681478
p":
''
a, .a	 56° 81' !'5452
as 	 121• 28'ab sa18 02 	 w
a, aa<	 ir2i' 5:7576
of M 10:•82'51.•2422
at	 18' 21'2r290
at s 161` 86' SL'7060
as'—	 42' 8' 16'7688
w a: 187. 51' 48'246;1
q — 66' r 21'2416
as s 118' a6' 88'7564
at s	 29. 50' 18'6861
as as i a0' 89' 41'8689
a, s	 58. 48' 20'0954
as s 126' 16' 89'9016
as — 77- 55' rom
ar s 102' 4' 52'6861
P''




a= s	 66' 6' 27'5168
w s 114' S8' 82.'4882
as 90*
F'.
a, s 1^ 50' M 1 as as 1 W a 4' O'.6M
'
a, s	 61. 17' 22'1467
a s 118'42' 87-8688 °r 
ae	 P' :
at +^ ^' S8' 52:8906




In this overview the functions P n and Pn-1
 have been omitted
because they already appear in the original formulas as products
(au v* and Oft w" &vv) .
The various spherical functions Pm do not differ considerably
from each other's average values. This is a disadvantage for
numerical expansions which is noticed all the more, the farther
the series is carried. Therefore, I have added to the functions
Pm (see A, p. 6, 7) constant factors r  of such magnitude that
the quadratic average of the product rMPm, which I call %, taken
over the entire spherical surface, is equal to 1 for all values of
m and n. For this purpose we must set:
(s+m) i (jg=T,)j wi t h a = 1. al .. ft _ ...... f
(this results from the known properties of the functions Pm).
For the factors of the 7th order functions using this formula, we
obtain the following expressions, whose values have been reported
in B, p. 47, table III to 7 significant figures.
=i 4=YS tj	 1Ys 4 s 1V7 r;s?$6 .;= 8t1 ri =M^ r;
ri=1T ri=M *}U r;s811 =2'1166 ^s8 218 r^s42 106
r^s 3116 rl s3 105 r'= 41 ^ r:= 4 1166 r;_^ 4:80 r^ sI
^s I V ,A= 4 i0 r;= 18 •7o rjs1610 js IF
r; _ $Vii r; r; _	 Si r; = q l
.. r s It 166 ; 161M 0S = n1	 .
10@1
►j s	 16
The logarithms of the functions A:R1, ... jr, for the values of v
coming into consideration here, are found in table I; the function
values themselves are presented in B, p. 48150, table IV. The
reported numbers (in whose computation I have not yet applied




The logarithms of these numbers are:*
w;s	 0 1 1 i 4 6 8 7
0 0.0000000 0.1366607 0.5263763 0.6144690 1.3I6M91 1.41694"	 I:7 "M 1.0163330
1 0.2336607 0.533%67 j 8.9065147 1.1	 1691 1.6178713 1 1.6316063 LI379010
1 0.1670167 0.7096447 1.0696441 ' I.40431W 1.731"61 1.04"663
6 0. MN90 0.7974303 1.1933479	 14663340 I. MIS




logs while omitting the last digit in the key values attainable
only through the use of multi-place tables. This place will taus
sometimes be inaccurate by somewhat more than half a unit; in the
7-place values, sometimes even by one whole unit.
The table of functions Rm is indeed sufficient for the
derivation of sk„ei+,v, ..... ru+^ for the values of v contained therein;
but it is convenient in many regards to be able to determine the
coefficients km .... Mm directly from the applicable series for
aZomr, oroia y. rZ. In order to do this, tables of the logs of
R.* : r*.
 
are needed. Since these tables can be used
repeatedly, I have prepared them for inclusion (as table II) at
the end of the work. It seemed sufficient to cite values of these
figures rounded to 4 decimal places since in future calculations
of potential, only the deviations from the values determined here
will come into consideration--Chat is, relatively small values.
In this severe rounding, tog {1r:atinrl and to9tR;.:/.rac) differ at most
by 15 units in the last place. Therefore, I have reported only
the compilation of values of the former function and specified
the (dependent on the angle `, identi^al with Up (s-r) ) difference
(36x4-1nvrine) , which is to be subtracted from it in order to
obtain tor^(R".,:ptisti). The pile-up of rounding errors occurring in
many numbers, which could be eliminated by addition of +1 or -1
to the last decimal, is of no importance to the purpose of the
table. I thus felt just+feed in omitting any reference to this
*Line 3, 4 and 5. In log r l log r', log ri & log r2, in the last




problem in the table.
	 OF POOR QUALITY
Those figures under the functions ^h" :ueriwr) and tZ".:^ri»r)
whose lower index m is e qual to zero, become infinite for r = o
and r s 1W , i.e. at both poles. Thus, the part of the expansion
of X and Y dependent on them must be transformed, and it is
expedient to use this transformation for the other values of r.
The expansion for X follows easily from the other reported
conditional equations for the coefficients of the spherical function
series, according to the infinite expressions:
#y r+i A; and JW*1 i t#w+
siiwr	 • 1!
where only a is to be replaced by / for this representation (see
also B, p. 25, 26). Thus, the logs of these values have been
incorporated into table Ila.
The coefficients of the series used in the representation of
eYawr, Srawr and rZ are subject to certL n conditions, some of which
have already been discussed. Since these wi l l be discussed in
detail in the coming sections, this passing mention will suffice
at this time.
The expansion of the force components in fixed directions is
simpler in an analytical respect--since only one very simple
conditional equation has to be taken into account--it was already
discussed above (p. 3). Therefore., it may be permissible to go
into this in brief, even though no use is to be made of the
appertinent series. I will call those components Z.ti,Z and
write them in the following; form:
Z s —Iris u.dlama— ran u.eawerawi—Z.wwuoni




SawV s .., dWVfZ.eiwrar,t .}B.4iwrawi) Z 11—arrlj
rriw k =





These formulas are generally valid, but can only be used for
a sphere since the expansion for the ellipsoid is performed by
r and not by u. From this we see that for -,b.z we obtain
limited spherical function series when values for Baru, You, 8
are given, and that under certain conditions--the ones mentioned
.just above--the reverse will apply. In order to perform the
real transformation, a number of identities has to be used through
which the products
r. (too u) . tot u , ^2,w (de u) . rin u , X (tat tt) . Conk a , Rtw (= %) . dy %
are converted into sums of spherical functions, to which, however,
for the last two products, expressions of another form appear,
which consequently enable the conditional equations in - and K
applicable for X sin u and Y sin u to disappear. As can be
derived from the known properties of spherical functions, we have






4. *in u	 w+i Rw+±i+ $ ' r —, A: : 	 for 0>0lw..,	 fw-i !.
	
w	 w-'





These formulas generally apply if we specify that rm
is zero for % <m. From this follows the recursive formulas below,
which provide the solution for the last two problems:
w
rw0-
	fug-t/- w 4".X . cow u = 
	R'"-' ♦ 2 • (ri-ii! 
gw twee a
w	 w	
i ^wa — w-t Bw+i + 
2 
• r/w ssw^. cams
rw+i	 Ew \rw^il
r;;	 2 n+l sw^ ' ,
R"w . t#y a >s !, _ ^w-, 
+ tt +tt !
• " ^' . aaae s
. ,	 +	 w
rw+t	 t— rs
The doubled solutions appearing everywhere except at
are necessary because from the factor cams or Timm! always
with Rm, through the factor cap ! or sin! occurring together
Dins, ao wu or dya , simultaneous functions of (w+1)1 and of










esponding lower indices (m+1) and (m-1) as factors.
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It has already been pointed out that the coefficients of the
series pertaining to Iry and Take are subject to certaikn con-
ditions of a purely analytical nature, which is not the case for
those of the series for r m,z. Now there is another condition
due to physical considerations, which naturally must be expressed
in both representations; that is, that the integral taken over the
entire earth's surface of the force component perpendicular to
this surface, must disappear. If we call the coefficients of
4(cwv)cw=1 and $,(0w*)sinw1 in the spherical function series applicable
for any function f of v and 1, with
Ca y) and B". (,n,
then that condition is expressed in the simple equation:
C: (Z) — o
If we introduce the components _.H,z, then by substitution of	
1
the expression specified for Z, we immediately obtain the slightly
more complicated equation
C;()+5;(8)+M(Z)=0.
All these comments apply essentially when taking into abcount
	
t
the flattening of the earth. The formulas to be applied in this
case (which can be easily derived from the foregoing by introduc-
tion of v), thus are:
ar- _ —a%sin v . dgvcorl — ^Ysinv.r3coreevanl— rZ.satvaorl 	s
arH = — aSsinv . dyvtin ,t+^Ysiwv.r'eaeeveos^i—rZ.siuvsi+t^i
arZ = -'.a%sinv—rZ. an  
a%tinv — —$env (8. six v=I+ H. sin g sina)+Z.(1—mvX)	 I
o Ysia v =	 0(— W . #in v sin A + H. sing owl)	 j
rZ = —0-'(^. Sin g =I+H-si+e g ain I)—Z.env
The conditional equation to be fulfilled is thus:
C, O +5, (A)+0C: (z) — a
I
Since	 is a constant, then the derivative of agsiuv, #Ysiuv, Z	 1
from .=,H,z is no different and no more complicated than that of a
sphere. The converse, but practically unimportant problem, under-
goes an important modification inasmuch as a closed expansion does
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not result for Z,m,Z, but for the products of these quantities
with or, that is,	 The elimination of this factor is
of course possible, but generally leads to infinite series.
However, the factor y' occurring in connection with 07 nv , which
can be used in the form ic—sir sine), causes only a small expansion
of the calculation, without changing anything about its nature.
Set-up and General Solution to the Normal Equations
Everything is now ready to derive the normal equations. If
fm i is one of the quantities belonging to the value vi:
edt d sinvi
 ; afS., d sinvi
 ; A-16asinvi
 ; AL'. t +in w ; rim-' d' ; -,N.%,
and if F. (mit a — Ml, w+l, w+2 .... )denotes the corresponding coefficients:
JC; C ; Dw; Bs; jw; 4.
then the system of error equations runs:
J't=^^ .`•$.(^
	 i-1, 2,x....25s. n.
For reasons presented in detail in B, p. 22/24, I have given
equal weight to all these equations. In the case (not initially
treated here) that no secondary conditions are to be met, we then
have the following normal equations:i.s	 ,--+,'.s
J^ R: (mss v+) _ ^".
^l:	 (CM C) $: (	
P = m..a-^3..... s^+,
or, in standard, abbreviated notation:
[f• R.0 _ E 1% - [Jr. B&I
. .w
Here,r depends on the expansion of the series of spherical func-
tions.	 For reasons given below, in the series for a%sinv, the
expansion shall be carried one step farther, i.e. r• is to be set
greater by 1 than in the series for orsinv and rZ.
As mentioned earlier (p. 6), the system of normal equations now
breaks down into two completely separate systems, one of which
contains only F., I'.." ..... , and the other contains only F,"', er, .....
as unknowns, because in general:
and since consequently the sum [4 R:], i.e. disappears for uneven









F.w+lr«l^ [^rltlr+l Bw+l.+j _ Lf Bw+lw+q _ qV W+!	 = 0, 2, $ ....r•a1,l...
or in shortened form, omitting the lower index m:
(A)	 z a:r,!" F!r = It;;	 alr+^,:.+1 ^'!.«1 = V28+1	 A on 0, 2, 2 ....
r	 •
For the numerical calculation on which tables I and V are
based, we naturally set:fallr
	






V	 ) •`,^'!' +L41! +`A.;I" ; ^:.+1 
fall
U^►,1—hh ^) ^"^h jl..!ini
	
gal
The coefficients 'a' do not depend on the observation data,
but only on the selection of the parallel circle to which these
data relate. Thus, they can be used for every other calculation
which is based on the same parallel circle. Naturally, its appli-
cation is by no means limited to geomagnetic problems. Primarily
for this reason, I have computed the solution of the individual
equation systems, even though a frequent application of the obtained
formulas (presented in the following pages) seems unlikely. In
general, for similar problems, the Neumann method or a graphic
derivation will be preferred (see A, p. 25, 26, and due to the
reasons which induced me to select this method, B, p. 21, 22).
Regarding the coeffictents 'a' presented in the following table,
it should be noted that they have been derived from the values of
[p^ 'rp^'^] computed initially by me and rounded to 8 decimal places,
through multiplication with 4` 4,t'. The reason for this is that
after some delay and after a considerable part of the numerical
calculations had been completed, I decided on the deviation from
the usual method in the introduction of the functions R. I mention
this because in a direct calculation of 'a' from R, the last
decimal places were found not always to agree with those given here.
15 V
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The differences are practically meaningless, which is why I omitted
the time-consuming re-calculation.
Coefficients of the Normal	 (A)
^
Equations
aw• - w ow r• iii J
at -0
as:- 25.00000
	 saa - - 1.81202	 as - - 7.14895 as - - 4.52886
an - 17.66068	 662 - - 9.58886 aaa - - 8.44497
444 -	 18.88245 ass - - 158558
as -	 22.75598
a„ - 23.82561 .
	aa, - - 72:987
	 ass - -10.15889 all - - 8.75241
an - 16.18116	 ass - - 7.51818 G Is - - 5.58966
au -	 21.88857 ass - - 812799
an -	 21.95664
as - 51.67489	 an - 4.95221
	
au - - 155287 as* = - 6.18139
an - 52.;3834	 4142 - - 7.66619 Gait - -17.60242
aaa -	 88.15086 aaa - -16.60986
• aaa -	 89MI69
all - 56.96652	 all -	 0.89181 ass - -11.867





ass - 50.88086	 aaa -	 5.59272 aq - - 0.47480
4122 -
	 5&58080 042 -	 2.90698
add -	 49.55171
an - 5620678	 aa 1 -	 6.22129 Gat
 - - 8.85856
ass -	 5a.62099 aaa - - 838960
au -	 48.08966
al - 6
ass - 4927458	 4129 -	 4.69178 aaa -	 0.59175
an - U12248 aa: -	 7.04828
aaa -	 57.85657
all -	 56.98297 all -	 6.92004
aaa -	 59.46148
n -4
as -	 48.56723 ass •R	 8.79217
att -	 5899946
a ll -	 58.27085 631 -	 6.16905
ass -	 $9.45207
ass -	 48.09689 Ott -	 811497
att !	 55.49900











The expansions of the normal equations then run:
Fto - Z 611,009112;  F2,1*1	 Q 1, 2
The coefficients a appearing here are functions of the reported
quantiti , s 'a' formed in the known manner.
	 Their logarithms
rounded to 6 decimal places (which could be shortened even more
for most applications) are found in the following table, as series shown
for different limitations on the series expansion.
Logarithms of the Coefficients of the Solutions of Normal Equations (A)
at = 0
Up an = 9.007269 by as. = 9.088816 log ass, = 9.100947 log a4• = 8.958866
lag an = 9.455899 log ass = 9.882101 log an = 9.251216
log a" = 9.433688 log as = 9.227006
kS a" = 9.209016
log ao# = 8.704756 log as* = 8.850648 log an = 8.497846
log ass = 8.948616 log an = 8.741774
log 044 - 8.980707




log a" = 8.602060
r^




log a ll = 8.710228
log att - 6.682167
log alt = 9.700518
Ivan s 9.819725
tog alt = 8.983011
tog aft = 9.191057
log alt = 8.897748
IV an = 8.869052
log a►t	 9.627701
log au = 9.715881
log ass = 9.678406
lag a4t = 8.944128
log an = 9.001887
tog an ...9.096688
s 1
IV a ds = 7.676051
log ads : 8.087296
log a44 = 8.579862
tog ap = 7.809080
kg a4s = 7.574440
log a44 = 8. UM
Wait = 9.420154
Ioga i1 = 4.515889
IV all = 9.484078
log a ll	 9.627572
log B00 = 7.790403
log an = 8.226187
Wass = 8.331509
lag all s 6.629620
a1
IV a" = 8.308738	 log a„ = 6.7 55958
log an = 8.419957
IV as = 8.294080
	 log as• - 7.191095„
IV an = 8.298420
Lines 9-12, 19-22: The values of twats...tyan and Av a ++ . • .
	 belonging to
m =0 (not used in further calculations and presented here only for
the sake of completeness) are somewhat inaccurate because they
were computed from provisional normal equations whose coefficients
an .µ and a' •-: deviate sometimes by several units in the last




ky 41" — 8.290661
top an — 8286726
ko ala = 8.279682
koala —8244391
k1 all — 8.i113d6
4r a" — &802727
Jas eas — &802627




Jag a s a  — 8.250937
koala — 8345586
IV aq — 8.810706
hap a" — &810706
Jos aN — &807878
lVa lt — &266581
Wa ll — 8260167
Jog ass — 8.815919
tog sss =8.818857




tos a* = 9231823
ko ass — 7.305811
	 top as, — 7.8!8${6
ter ass — &409722	 kjp ass — &02!19!
kp as — asse34t
^ll asl — di87220y
hip an — 8.850881
111-2
Jag as. — 7.286895„
	
hap ad$ = 6x495213
Jog an — 8.288579
	 Jos an — 7.0147916
kis ap
 — &306306
Jos an — 728670
Jas an — &237251
Jog ass — 7288233. Jos alt — 7.161990
Jos ass — &261529 Up ass — 7.0718n
lop ass — &969694
Jog ast — 72M796
Jos ass —5.280114
NI — d
log saw — 72144046 top ap — 4.99156
Jop an — 8244418 top ass — 7.8281746
Jos ass —8.247883
brass — 721471%
kp an — 5.286006
kr asl — 7.3324516
ki an — 8.282179
w-4
Jog an — 71389386
lag ass — &246891
10 *81 — 7.2948196
top ass — 8.281069
In several cases, conditional equations have to be taken into
account. The resultant changes in the solutions will be given now.
In the Z-series (as I will call the series used for the	
=E
expansion of rZ), only the conditionj; —o has to be met. A modifi-
cation of the computation only occurs here for the first of the two
equation systems characterized by m = 0. The coefficients





the others (which I will call A) obtain values whose logarithms
are: M - 'o
	
&*An - 9.188859	 k►g/,y - 8.949891




8897186	 k6' Aa - 8.616490
lOj/An - 8763609 
kp /a -8.861470
The problem for the two equation systems belonging to m = 0
is only a little more complicated for the expansion of aX*iav and
AYsinv . In this case, if F is again to be set in series for
B, C, D, E, in all 4 cases the conditional equations (B, p. 11)
apply:r^F♦.; F;+.:F; + ..... M 0
.;F;+0 Mo +n; F;+ ..... - 0
where	
.; : 2* t4 %! r; - Y-2 W+-1
denotes the value of the function Ro at the North pole (i.e. for
v - o).
	 The coefficients of the sought solutions computed with
res pect to these conditional equations will be called r.	 Their
logarithms are:
M - 0
kp ra - S.S55270 log r:o - 7.829511„ kg rs• - 6.8-,M6* log ra - 7.7!1288„
log r:2 - 8.498678 by ra= - 7.928054* log ra - 8.0172810
Up r44 - 5.428585 101r$4 - 8.220089„
kpr.. - 8886278
kg r.. - 8.640271 kg r ss - 7.9647b0* kp ra - 7.671407*
1V rss - 8417877 log ra - 8.215791*
IV r+. - 8140641
lay r"
 - 8519842 kg r3• - 8470857.
1W ra - 7.820872
tog r t t - 8114664




log ra - 8.519860
10g r•t - 7.941971„
kg ra - 8426269
kg r:t -8.207724„









kp its - 8120704*
lW r,z, - 8189689„




The solution for the X and Y-series is much more complex,
provided w>0,  because in the conditional equations appearing
here, the coefficients of these two series are not separate.
If we state in general:
e.F: +pn.1 no+^0~F'.`.......... #IF
4` Jai
+4+'1;V+4"l *`+.... tF.
with	 4 ME 2 _n S!(4+0) ! s"a,
then the conditional equations are (see B. p. 11):
946— 'En
 — 0 . 'Bw—*Ew — 0, IC6+ $Dn — 0. IC6+ 114, — 0.
The importance of em is that alsine represents the value of
X for infinitely small values of a. The logarithms of the o:►
coming into consideration here are:
toy •s, : 0288561	 kr 0a — 0911626	 lop.; ^ 1106742
	 kj	 1.811626lop Ot — 0.487016	 ky 04 — 1AM98	 kj a: • 1.417061
top 4 — 0.320689	 lop.as : 1.142216	 lq a! — L447086
top•; M 0.368065
	 top .9	 1.252522
109.12 — 0.688046	 lop 041 0.man	 1oy.; ! 1318081
lop.*1 — 0.;09565	 tops •• 1.480261	 taps '1375762
109.4 = 0.797610	 loy.4	 1437061
109 0" ^ 0.886762	 &#o! •. 1.665782
The simplest method would be to determine the coefficients of
both expansions linked by a conditional equation, by means of a
common balancing. Accordingly, I have done this by suggesting a
detour which permits a certain judgement about the reliability of
the final results (see B, p. 36, 37). The cited conditional
equations are of a purely analytical nature; they tell us that the
horizontal force at both poles is unequivocally determined in its
magnitude and direction. They would have to be inherently ful-
filled if the coefficients of the series for X and Y were computed
on the basis of our knowledge of the force distribution over the
entire earth's surface and if this distribution were expressed
without remainder. Now this knowledge is missing for the calcula-
tion to be performed here, for the two polar spherical indentations
(the other side of 600
 N. and S. latitude) and related to this,
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the computed, first coefficients of the series expansion are not
dependent on the others, which are neglected. Consequently,
the numbers obtained in the independent calculation of the
coefficients of both series need not necessarily satisfy the
conditional equations, and they will also in general not satisfy
them. The amount of the remaining error apparently permits a
view of the level of reliability of the results.
Consequently, I first computed the values B,C,D,E independently
and used the general solutions with the found coefficients ..
To the found values (printed in B, p. 54, 55 under II), which I
will call B', C', D', E', I have added those corrections (after
calculation of the remaining error of the conditional equations)
which make these errors disappear and the sum of the error-squares
of the original equations are brought to a minimum. (The final
results thus agree completely with those which would result from
a direct, joint balancing using the least squares method--this
must be stated in order to prevent any misunderstanding).
For the sake of brevity, I shall be satisfied with a statement
of the numerical results without their somewhat cumbersome, but
easy derivation.
By insertion of the corresponding values of B' and E', let:
•X_ 'EI i A.1 'BA-•= -
Then we have, depending on the expansion of the series, the follow-
ing equations:




8, — B,'-[7.;ea;] a
Bi s B;'- [&81730] %
A 
_ 41-1"56"1 a
A   B,'— [e.80W31 At
As
 •• B; —[!.04700] s j
E; —'+[7.3407;] a
E; — E;'+teobs2a^ a






B; — Bj 1—(8A8906] $
B; — B;'— (8.88814] r,
B; s B; —[8.88666) jr,
jr, — B; —(9.8!648] B,
IF, — B;—[7.127U] As
B; — B;•- (7.81666] s,
B; — B; = [7.94701] As
B, — B; -(8.88897] As
i — jr,4[M007} l+ .
s =.^•+[eel ^
z; — 0341 UOI SS
1+•; — Ar+[7 	1 As
1+; — j'+[L36Ml As
B; — s;+DMONls,
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jet s B; = [$.$1'269] Bi
B[ s Jk—(7.90686] So-
B; — B; —(e.M"I 2y
B; — 4— t	 lX2
B; — B; =[&61810] 4
B; — A,— [7.48689] 48
B; = B;'—(8.90696] As
B:.. Bi'— (7.69679] As
B; — B;'—(8.76710] y
B; = B; - (7.84085] Bi
B; = B;—(U&07199
B; — B;'- (9.16167] Bi
B; — B; =r,-M26] .%a
B; — B4"- (&671901 3#
B; — B;—[7.87066]A
B; = B;'- [8.82868] A
84, = B; — [9.09196) B;
^i — ^•+(f.i77T6] It
3: — E;+[	 Jz.
E; — A's +[7a0M] As
L; — Ma'+[7. 52) As
A — 4+(e"a] AS
A .- B;'+(7.1!6121$
B; .- E:'+(8.19641 Bi
A — ES*,+(8.7!176] z$
E; — S,"+ CLII 789] a





E - 2*64IL'r 123A.
B; •• R6"+[8.61161] A4
A glance at the conditional equations teaches that the
coefficients B and E can be replaced in the reported formulas by
C and -D. This substitution naturally must also be performed in
the quantities & and E, so that these can be defined by the
equations:
22
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Numerical Resolution of the Normal Equations to Derive the Series
Expansion of *X#& v, pY#k * and rZ.
Now in order to obtain the coefficients of the series for the
three force components, one only has to insert the values in
table V, which express the state of the geomagnetic force at the
earth's surface, into the formulas reported above.
First determine the values of q. For any value of m, we have:
'ti " 9•" — L& A" t
where fm i stands for the earlier cited b quantities t..^^.a,mina
etc.,	 see p. 11).	 The computation provides the following numbers:
f m min o ^Smin r 0min a t^L e ^^.
(f4, 646744 — 1421 1017
V4 in) -0 d44 249si
Vi Ji — 40649 —	 0 — l9s70
Ve Jr — 16164 100
ve RJ 10664 I7s9 656946
Vs aj — 4!077 — 1141 —111774
M 4 1"" --	 !47 —sum
v.jq) 2564
V, R;] — 96845 19809 —176276 —49806 15009 —856660
V, RD 48044 —44969 — M7 —84224 118944 — 14570
V, R;J 9822 148 17x44 255M — 5064! 47557
V, R"J — "is 6415
V, an 11849 101860 18765 74567 !175$8 572M
V, RJ — 44449 10474 — U76 8967 —40228 — 16878
V,JM 40788 —49197 — 2664 —17989 55594 — 14089
V, ^i —874% — 2414 —62197 2026 — 5207 —96111
V,JPJ ism 2514 — 1511 24107 — 51504 9844
V2 Mel 14467 — 842 — 1996 — 4M 6479 — 1801
V,Ba — 7594 55661 1466 61877 —127010 — 4466
V, RJ WIN — 4664 28 19540 — 86416 4917
V,  Al 44 664
V, An 640 7946 — 66870 25564 — !6841 — 5+066
V3 JIG — 8748 — 24!1 -- 2AS 160 — 4464 — 9907
VIA)
—
V, BJ 7478 12898 1140 —16491 812" 91947
M ira sm. 2M 8871 —9586 26741 is606.
V4 4 8660 22is 12M4 6072 — sm sm
Va in] — 280! 116 — 5077 4472 701 11900
V6 JM am — Mi sm — 4sii — 47M $171.





By substitution of these values into the formulas of the
preceeding section, we obtain the desired coefficients of the series
of s pherical functions	 needed for representation of •xhwr srrixr, rz.
Their values are found in table VI for three different limits of
these series. A comparison of the values of the first, common
coefficients in these three cases permits a certain view of the
attained approximation of the true values of these coefficients.
The occurring; differences are a result of the fact that the
valuable observation material does not include the entire earth's
surface. If this were the case, then the individual normal equa-
tions would contain only one of the coefficients and these would
then not be interdependent; the computed ones could thus not be
affected by the ones neglected in the expansion, and change with al-
ternating extension of the expansion. It would thus also be
formally possible to reduce the mentioned differences by taking
into account the unused observations in the polar regions. As
long as our knowledge of the geomagnetic force distribution in
these regions remains so deficient, particularly in the Southern
hemisphere as is presently the case, only little more than an
apparent increase in accuracy would be attained by this.
In order to have a completely well-defined analytical expression
for further calculations, I rounded off the computed coefficients
where possible, to whole units of the introduced unit w. This
is the case without exception for those of rZ. For those belong-
ing to X and Y which are linked by a number of conditional equa-
tions with irrational factors, one of those appearing in the same
equation as a function of the others tall of which were rounded off)
would always have to be computed and thus would not permit any
arbitrary modification. These coefficients are given in the table
to two decimal places. Originally I had selected those of the
lowest order (see B, p. 25, 26). The values computed under this
assumption form table VIII of my previous report (B, p. 57).
Later it seemed better to choose one of the latter coefficienrs
of each conditional equation belonging to the highest order, as








in the rounding are smaller in this case than for the first method
(as a glance at the conditional equations will show); on the
other hand, the coefficients of the first orders are those which
analytically define the represented state, whereas the very first
one cannot he Riven accurately as a function of the following one
and it is of no importance for the definition cf the status.
Thus, the coefficients of the X and Y-series compiled here
in table VI  do deviate in part from those of the earlier report
(B), and the same applies for the computed coeffic.ieits of the
series for U, W, V and i. (However, due to an untimely discovered
failure in B, table XIa, b, p. 60, 61, those values of the
computed coefficients kl ...K4 , 1 1 ...L4 were printed which result
from the quantities B, C, D, E rounded off by the second method
and reported here. Only for k0 and l 0 are the coefficients B and
D based on the first type. Let us take this opportunity to
correct another minor error which showed up in a repeated,
thorough examination of all figures in tables XIa, b, c. The
values of M 1
 belonging to r -a w and r = 1(0 should be changed to
-11000.7 and -12784.3).
In the following tables VIIa, b, c we now find the values of
the coefficients of the trigonometric series computed from the
numbers of VI 1 which represent X, Y, Z, for u - 0 0 , 50 , 100 , 150...
1800 . The k0 , l 0 , mo
 independent of the geographic location, are
given directly; all others whose numerical values are .7ound in B,
are given by their logarithms. They were computed to hundredths
of r and then rounded off to tenths of this unit.
The tables VIIIa, b, c based on this, finally give the values
of the force components X, Y, Z in whole units r for all points
separated by 50 longitude (in the calculation, tenths of a unit
were carried ever).
The three tables VI 1 , VIIa, b, c, VIIIa, b, c contain the main
result of the present investigation. They present the same dis-
25
tribution of geomagnetic forces in three different forms. How-
ever, only VI  (which contains the coefficients of a series of
spherical functions) defines the distribution without additional
information, because accordingly the calculation can be carried
out for each point of the earth's surface. The numbers of VII,
the coefficients of the trigonometric series belonging to 35
parallel circles (except the poles), define the state of
the force initially only for all points of these parallel circles
(and for the poles). In VIII finally, this state is shown for
2522 separate, regularly distributed points. All three represen-
tations are theoretically entirely equivalent if we add the con-
dition to VII and VIII that the force distribution be expressed
by a 6th order (for X, 7th order) series terminated with spherical
functions, and for VIII the added condition that the trigonometric
development along the geographic longitude be terminated with
the functions of the 4-fold angle.
The state defined in three ways is also characterized by the
fact that of all possible states, it most closely approximates
the state observed by the numbs s illustrated in tables III
(or IV)--a statement that has a certain, though practically in-
significant incongruity that it depends on a specific setting
of the weightings.
The main value of the figures reported here lies in the fact
that they form a convenient starting point for any future compu-
tation of potential based on new material. In order to perform
such a computation, one will calculate that value of the measured
element for each location where a valuable observation is made;
said element results from the analytical representation provided
here, and then the difference between observation and calculation--
which naturally also contains the secu'.ar revision--will be
selected as the basis for a refined calculation. (See the dis-
cussion by E. Schering in Geogr. Jahrbuch, XV, 1891, p. 143/146,
which is still accurate if we proceed in a non-Gaussian manner by





In order to determine the computed values of X, Y, ?. (and
thus also those of 144.0 for the individual, randomly distributed
observation points, it would be best to proceed so that first the
tables VIII are expanded for each full degree of longi o-ade and
latitude by interpolation, and then to pass to the observation
point through a second interpolation. If no greater accuracy is
needed for the computed value than about 5 to 10 s--which should
be sufficient with regard to the accuracy of most observations
in general--then in the second operation one can aet by everywhere
with linear interpolations; if more accurate values are desired
:for individual locations where particularly accurate observations
were made, then under all circumstances it , is sufficient to take
the second differences into account. The first operation, the
expansion of table VIII to degree-intervals, does require an
interpolation with fourth, and sometimes even with fifth differences
if the values are to be obtained to approximately 1r accuracy.
This rather complicated method for a table with double entries
will be difficult to apply to the interpolation of a single value
and is thus subject to a significant simplification such that the
computation is always to be performed for the same, very con-
venient interval of + 1/5, + 2/5. The pertinent formula will
be derived below and a practical example of its application will
be given.
Let aQ be the value of a component belonging to the tabular value
of u, let A. and .1, be the 2nd and 4th difference of the values
standing in the same line, .%;, %,, a; ands", a;, a; are those of the
1st, 3rd and 5th differences in the preceeding and following
I
spaces. Then we obtain the values belonging to (u-2°), (u-1% (u+11, (16+2')
of the quantity to be interpolated by substituting in the expression
n ];+a,	 n'	 n (n2-1) , A-	 n! (nx---1)	 n N2-1) (n=-4) _ A,+ A",
+ 1	 2 + 1.2^ + 1.2.8	 2 + 1.2.8.4 ^i+ 1.2.3.4.6	 2
for n, the series using the values -2/5, -1/5, +1/5, +2/5. We
thus obtain the four functional values:





if we use as an abbreviation:
A - °•+25 1250.2, B.. a °,-250a ♦ iim-4
50	 M	 10	 125	 312W
(The factors of A. and °,can be rounded off without causing any
notable error if one does not wish to prepare a few small
secondary tables. Equivalences are: ? , 	 + 99 with 1 , 1 9 i1260 16626 81$50	 1d0 lyU io
As an arbitrary example, let us use the calculation of Z
for a few points of the 15 0 East meridian. The difference out-
line and the compilation of the auxiliary quantities obtained
from the differences then look as follows:
so
	





W 46852	 -196 -34
-1979	 -218 60 -889.4 -194.2
85• 44873
	
-414 16 44839.6	 = 8621 44864.T 1480.2
-2393	 -202 43 -4727 -236.0
40• 42480	 -616 59 42430.4	 11070.6 42467.# f 584.&
-3009	 -143 41 -697.# -298.1





From this, we have for u = 33 0 , 340 ...420 , the following values of Z:
„ Z Z
330 44839.6+862.1 - 45702 38* 42430.4+1070.6 - 43501
34° 44864.7+480.! - 45295 89• 42467.6+ 534.6 - 43002
850 44873 40• 424
360 44864.7-430.2 - 44435 41• 42467.#- 534.& - 41933
370 44839.9-862.1 - 43978 420 42430.4-1070.& - 41860
To check the calculation it is simplest to use the difference
series of the found number series. In the present case it turns
out that the second differences--which alone have any significant
value--are sufficiently regular. The small anomalies in their
profile can be attributed to rounding errors. (It may be important 1
to note that the irregularities caused in some cases in the fifth
differences of the original series, are intensified somewhat by








the tables are not exactly equidistant because they (see p. 4)
are derived from the values of v rounded to whole arc-seconds;
their attendant u differs from the round numbers used as arguments
for the tables. This difference is a few tenths of an arc-second.
Practically speaking, this inaccuracy is meaningless; for none of
the computed values of X, Y or Z does it cause an error of 0.5r).
Perhaps even more convenient, though it contains three
successive interpolations, is another method which is somewhat
better than the above method, at least for regions with numerous
and accurate observations. It consists in first finding the
functional values for the middle of the 50-intervals by interpo-
lation, and then interpolating for every ko . The first operation
where the differences of uneven ordering numbers drop out, need
only be carried out to the fourth difference, the second operation
where the above-developed formulas are used, is carried out only
to the third difference. The last interpolation within the V-
interval which leads to the values for the individual observation
points, is performed linearly only. Through the repeated inter-
polations (longitude and latitude) a pile-up of rounding errors
occurs, in addition to the errors due to neglect of the higher
differences; the total uncertainty of the final values will then
not generally exceed 2 to 3 r.
If s, and °'• are two sequential functional values (belonging to n,2
and u+b•, i or to u, .L and r, a+6• ) and °„ °;, °,, °; are the second and
fourth differences standing in the same line with them, then
the interpolation for the middle of the interval gives the value:
8	 8 2 + 126 2
or when
	 (
is used, k(P + PI).
The next interpolation occurs, as mentioned, by using the






A 40 + 2	 B: 6 of —•^0„ C M de+605" D! 10°'-1Ls1
and the following values must be formed:
d — (B'+B') , C— (D'+D') , C+ (D'+D') , d + (B'+B')
An example may serve to illustrate the method. The values
of Z reported above give the following values of P for u = 300,
350 , 400 and 450:
4M76.i 4492&1 42MA 8956"
The average values of the sequential k(P+P') are:
45900
	 43742	 41063
and denote the values of Z for 32.5 0 , 37.50 , 42.50.
The following outline contains an additional interpolation
for all intermediate points from ko to ko.
•	 Q.	 .11	 As















87%	 48742	 —181 48781.1 tMa 48139.4 1238.1
—1282	 —24 —251.s
—12b.*









The following table results from this; it fully agrees with
the results of the earlier calculation:
t<	 Z a	 Z n Z
34°0	 45295 M% 44209 8990 Um
U05 45086 8M 48978 89% 44744
86'.0	 44878 "s	 48742 40!0 444
8505	 44868 at 48501 40% 44410
88'0	 44486 8806	 48264 4190 41988





Calculation of the Coefficients of the Potential
From the series computed above for aYauv and /Feiav , the
potential of the horizontal force, provided one exists, can be
determined and illustrated likewise in a closed form. For this
purpose we have to calculate the functions:
U = !agar = v.+!(v,a),	 B'	 (v)—forams - W.+xw.aY	
.
which generally each contain a part (J(r,!) and x(r).A) which cannot
be represented by a finite series of spherical functions. #1r)
denotes the 1-independent part of Uo
 which can be expressed by
spherical functions (see B, p. 9).
If it turns out that U = W, in which case j and x always
disappear, then the entire magnetic horizontal force at the earth's
surface can be defined by a potential which is determined by
r = bD = bW
with b = 6,365 • 108
 cm as the polar radius of the earth. In fact,
we then have:
X=
i av i iv 
Y 
= _ i aW = _ i or
a v = a T;'	 06n  Sl SN
as it must be according to the definition of the potential (see A,p. 7).
If U and W are not equal, then that part of the force to which
a potential is ascribed, remains undefined to a certain extent (see
A, p. 17). If we take it to be as large as possible--which is
evidently useful, even though not entirely sufficient for an
unequivocal definition--then in the simplest case we set:
17 = 2 (U.+ W.)
To characterize that part f the horizontal force to which no
potential will correspon.. ;
 we use the statement of the difference
(W-U), through which (Wo-Uo ) is given with consideration to the
'a priori' specified form of,/ and x.
The determination of U now takes place by means of the follow-





As abbreviation, we write:
aStinv = F-4B"., i. e. A% = B". ear ml+ C:titwA
and let:
1 ^^ s 2 l^ _ ^
M s (in +p) (2m+p-1)(p—i)Iru+p_ 1) lg ui+2p-8) (3m ♦2p-1)
p^ = ifs.►►:*^ 	 Yw = (+n+p-1)1:s^•v''
e	 -
^`^ = r ^ (C^Ot t7^ aTt1
J f1A O
so that:	 nl ^ v As ! 1—onto
11t = 2 v— 4 tin2o	 Da = $ — 4 arev + lam eotao
D• _ v — ! tin 2 v + tin 4 v	 11i = 8 — 6 otr o + 6 oat S v — i ort 60lb	 8	 48	 80
Then:	 U=f(v +U•
	 +^F:^
if we compute the quantities:
no q. cot m l + t. sin a ,i , P. -me Go= a* A+ Ira sin wl
from the following equations:
^►. = 44+p AV+#,4.A: '+ ....
A. ! pL Ar' +r. a..V+ p. AV + ... .
via jr1a '
_	
4 AV + pw AV..... .
w MMdw	 ♦ •• -
For m = 0 it is easy to see that µ. equals the corresponding
constant uo introduced above (p. 14) which appears in the conditional
equations for the coefficients Bo and Co. By virtue of these
conditional equations, we evidently obtain:
ff• ^0,	 jM* ^0.
The other equations run as follows after introduction of the




1"; - [0.2970156] A 49 + [0.4148518] d; + [0.4945445] d;+ ... .
F; _	 [9.9206890] del + [9.9008595] d; + .. • .
[9.6005465] d; ♦ ... .
[9.99827] d1 + (0.0940806] d; + [0.1598796] d; + ... .
FI =	 [9.6967861] de + [8.7661868] d; + .-..
[8.5217680] di + ... .
al
	[0.2395607) Al
 + [0.8956560) A + [0.4.;86583] d; + [0.5645647] d; +
[0.0196590] d; + [0.1124569] d1 + [0.1781657) d; + ... .
[9.70M20] di + [8.7 i 18614] d[ + ... .
[84262456] di + ... .
F;	 [0.84941354] d; + [0.4655593] A; + [0.5626626] Al +....
(9.8845035] d, + [8.9116066] d, + ... .
[9.6066664] d; + ... .
sr, - (0.2970156] d; + [0.8496850] d1
 + [0.417 0515] A: + ... .
[9.9929588] a1 + [9.9505246] d1 + ... .
P& =	 [9,6261229] d1 + ... .
F; 
_ [0.1215190] d1 + [0.1950573] d1 +[0.2558220] `; +....
[9.7846680] d1 4 ;8.7949127] d1+....
[9.5402588] d; ♦ ... .
as s (0.3204890] d1 + [0.8360356] A ll + [0.8849885] Al + ... .
[8.7 886976] d1 + [9.8426455] d; + . . .
FI = (9.5658860] As' + ... .
FI ^• [4.0000000] d; + [0.0454098] d; + ... .
[9.6680161] d; + ... .
a^ - [0.8460655] d; + [0.551705!] ai + ...
FI s	 [9.7281829]A:+.. .
F: - [9.8186884] d;+(8.9641904] d, + ..^..
Fi =
	 [8.6078081] d1 + ... .
(See-.note below*]
*The numerical formulas compiled here are not given in the form
used in the general presentation in order to simplify the usual
logarithmic computation. But they can naturally be converted
into this form immediately and this would be an advantage for a




These equations whose coefficients were given as more highly
accurate, permanently valid values than would be necessary for
present purposes,show that the series for .Yrind has to be
developed down to 7th order terms if those for U are to be
obtained to the 6th order (equal to those for Y, Z, W).
Now if we set the numerical values reported in table VI into
the above, general formulas for the coefficients Am (i.e. B,*amaa+
c"w*i"mj), then we obtain the coefficients of U specified in IX.
For the case of the farthest expansion of the series, we also find
these values printed in B, p. 58, table IX. The small differences
existing in the last decimal place between the two statements are
due to the different rounding of Bm and Cm( see p. 18).
The calculation of the coefficients of it -o(a) from those of






dYeinv	 (coo 60*A+0,Sh =I) J1%
	
.m.	 At0 own
	then: 	W—•w(°) s _j z	 CTJ '+Z 7 (D:aar+ui — G"'wda^1)B:
	
.m.	 .w! w m{
The function #(v) which appears as an integration constant
with respect to i, is as already remarked, the part in U  free
of A:	 0W r_ytin
ams
By means of these expressions, W breaks down, like U, into a
finite series of spherical functions W  and into a part which
cannot be represented in this form:
a..
w.•
These latter, as well as the coefficients of Wo , are also
found in table IX, which further contains the coefficients of





The two functions U and W or the equivalent expressions:
F:b




together determine the state of the magnetic field in the earth's
surface uniquely and completely, as is done by aZoiav and pI'ainv
together.
V, the potential of the horizontal forces at the earth's
surface, can be broken down into two parts, V i and Va , by means
of the expression found for ?Z; these parts represent potentials
originating from agents in the interior of the earth and those
in outer space. This is done by means of the formulas (see A,
p. 23; B, p. 13):
^i = b ^ (c".. ca +nl + s;, du wl) ^,.'
To = bZW-cw=A+4daw1)$
wi th	 caw = 4.4-41An	 h = 4444
The constants •*a and 4 appearing herein, depend on the




The only slightly different values which result from using
the flattening derived by Bessel (1:299.1528), are found in B, p.









0 0.0019384	 9.5340411	 9.3024156	 9.1563129 9A471927 3.9600491 LUM19
1 9.3232064	 9.3036905	 9.1564525 MUM 8.9600937 8."7637!
2 9.3033222	 9.1568398 9.0474942 3.980!513 3.33784!7
0 9.1574367 9.0478716 1.96N934 3.88731"


























The resulting series derived for V i :b and Va :b have the
coefficients specified in table X. The same table also contains
the presentation of a furction a$bi obtained from (W-U) and which
conversely is sufficient for the determination of (W-U) so that the
data contained in X provides a new, complete and unique represen-
tation of the geomagnetic field. According to $, p. 13, we have:
1	 $2 ( yr, _	 1	 sax sorsiaa1ajobi - Tasa9 * .v 3 "` - 4^sna 1%, +mil
The function i introduced here, means that an electrical
current penetrating perpendicularly into the earth's €urface
having surface density i, would generate just that part of the
magnetic, horizontal force (also expressed in (W-U)) which is not
generated from the potential V. Since the unit of the numbers given
in X is e qual to 0.1 6 cm-4g+s-1 , i.e. 0.1 4 Ampere - cm-1 	and
furthermore, b = 6.356 . 108cn, then we obtain from these figures
the current strength (or rather the as-fold multiple of it which
differs insignificantly) in the unit Ampere:km2 , if it is multiplied
witho.i 4 . lo ,• : (6.s56. gory, i.e.  w1 th 1:635.6 or 0.001573. Note also that
positive values of i would Indicate a downward-directed flow.
To derive a0bi from (W-U) we use the following formulas whose
numerical coefficients which are again Riven to 7 places for the









I io — — [01418490] A: •- [0.7720lq JI:
9— dip. ^ —(aaeoe9ge] ^ ^ (ae7olela] ^—(a997n7a] ^is'.1 •
+^ T` " — (a7168919] ^ _ (ae99e7^]^
	 ,
W— — (0.7955838] A — (0-9m2m B; — (3074m) B;
-+1 an 
^ (0.0000000 ailr i-1	 .an^
to air. - [0469056] sill r-1 - [&8505150] Jr,
#my?' " (ae771319],^u e-^ - [a9a9o44a] ^; - [0.9288848] B;
I air 1121ON141 r-i — [1.3758168] B; — j3A99eMj B; — [IASe7969] B;
slit n T` " (°.3e95eoa] 0-r a sill •-^
-,I v ^ - (o.8u844:] aar a sin y^ - (o.7^ta2°9]
As rr To 	11.1U*104201 ear Coils C- 1 - [0.99781,] ^ - (i..°061fBZO]
i do
• idip 
^ (lAl°5947] - [0.8996708]RAC dC
.r a M. - p.5514930] - (1.858419!3] B; - [1.Oe587W] ^
-*1-- d^B.^'	 [°•5880456] ar •qtl y dv
On y dy m [ 1.505:4/51 ear r - (Q98g159e]
siur	 (i.7 2801;18] ew y - (1.2815178] Jet - 11.10824421 jpt
1 ,m	
— [0-0000000] rill e♦iny dy
1 a^-+ -	
m [1.4747826] tin v- [2.0793818]an v 7ro
-. (I -toll 725] tinr-[1.6457700] Rs' - 13.1401"I M,
s 7c — [°.7976308] arr s A v
M.
sr ^ dv s [2.0298968] emr a t^ y — [2.0941419]








- n. - I1. u:J.Mr
- till	 BrSM9T	 . ) •
-r- dB; - fos^u J atv v^vTv
a ti ?'  ^ t^ e^'J ar v an r^ - ti.lu^o^l 8:
It is easy to see that when substituting these expressions
into =vSM-M , the coefficients of 0MV-, Mvskv-b .... eo,vOM92
become aggregates of B%, c;, D"., b". which disappear due to the
identical conditional equations valid for the expansion of
eZ*kv and drsinv . For a$bi we thus have a finite series of spherical
functions comprising the first five orders here. That the
coefficient of Ro is equal to zero therein (likewise as in the
series for Vi :b and Va :b) expresses the fact that the algebraic
sum of all the currents penetrating the earth's surface, i.e.
the integral of idw taken over the er.4ire surface, disappears.
The surface element iv+ is equa+t to a$V6xvdvd1 . This explains
that the expansion is obtained not for i, but for ei, i.e.
i 1+	 --except for constant factors.
Due to the results reported above, the problem to be solved
has been completed. However, we still have to investigate the
validity of the obtained results. Since this has already been
done in sufficient detail in my preliminary report (see A, p. 34-43),
I do not believe it necessary to go into detail again here, but I
will limit the discussion to a brief presentation of results.
It turns out that the presentation of the force distribution
defined byeZ*kv,,tr#i%v,rtcan be viewed as generally satisfactory, but
that the derived functions Va :b, Vi :b and obi are affected by such
considerable uncertaint y that only the first, absolutely laege
coefficient of Vi :b can be viewed as determined with sufficient
accuracy. Va :b and Obi however, which assume small values only,
can hardly be viewed with enough certainty to believe in their
existance at all. The reason for this considerable uncertainty lies
38
Now-
mainly in the fact that the individual series coefficients cannot
be calculated independently of each other; this would require a
knowledge of the force distribution over the entire earth's surface
which we do not now have. Even though I still felt justified
in giving a positive result in my }preliminary report, this was
done in the final analysis only through assuming very large and
broad systematic errors in the observations of quantities to be
explained and regular distribution of the value of t o (see B, p.
43). Thus this decision is based primarily on the same principles
used by L.A. Bauer (Terr. Mann. Vol. II, p. 11) and v. Rezold
:B_e,^lin Sitz.-Ber. f. 1887, p. 414) in their discussions. The
investigations since published by Schuster, Rucker et al. reinforce
the weight of the counterarguments so much that the real existance
of t'a and of i have to be designated as at least quite doubtful,
and that the reliability of the empirical fundamentals to be
evaluated in any new calculation of potential appear in fact to
be significantly affected by systematic errors. This applies in
particular for i which can be deters{ned independently for each
geomagnetically accurately investigated part of the earth's sur-
face, and its calculation using the Rucker method now permits
a check of the results obtained here (see A, p. 16). Just this
possibility for a mutual verification--which would lose its
significance only if we had a commlete empirical knowledge_ of
the distribution of the earth's magnetism--indicates the desirability
of refining the expansions given here for the entire earth's surface;
this would also be needed for a more accurate determination of Va.
The most important task of future research related to the
determination of the spatial force distribution of the earth's
magnetism, must deal with filling the large gaps, especially in





I. Logarithms of the Functions X(eav).
(ty v - Vl+} sl ty a - [0.0014M2] 4 V}
109 Bi ky B: i	 Joy jr '	 Bi Joy Bi F
0° 0.23A5607 -•o0	 0.3494850 -or -20 0.4225490 -00 180°
5 0.2368939 9.1802983	 0.3444748 9.5281164 8.1704908 0.4124994 9.7491911 175
10 0.2318683 9.4*496376	 0.3292498 9.8224302 8.7691695 0.3815877 0.0359051 170
15 0.2234067 9.029111	 0.3031911 9.9872451 9.1137224 0.3272477 0.1877507 165
20 0.2113761 9.7738945 ! 0.2651457 0.0961949, 9.3576833 0.2440608 0.2778627 160
25 0.1955758 9.8657035 , 0.2131123 0.1722036 9.5413013 0.1207326 0.3283553 136
30 0.1757273 9.9386193 i 0.1440536 0.2252708 , 9.68713 0.9 9.9300928 0.3479629 130
35 0.1514453 9.9981276	 0.0521680 0.2G04972 9.8061496 9.5755371 ( 0.3397636 145
40 0. 1 222130 0.0474 799	 9.4267475 0.2806172 4.9046541 8.8744021, 0.3031405 140
45 0.0873181 0.0887709 ( 9.7430448 0.2870133 9.9574361 9.6764504 0.2334380 133
50 0.0457736 0.1234144	 9.4188925 0.2801123 0.0567230 9.9028911, E 0.1188076 130
55 9.9961761 0.1524021	 8.:904097„ 0.2595025 0.1146953 0.0134475n 9.9279364 123
60 9.9364385 0.1764542	 9.4528835, 0.2238170 i 0-IC26027 0.0639885, 9.5343645 120
65 9.8633149 0.1960952
	 9.7178833„ 0.1703344 0.2020847 , 0.0709396„ 9.2157973„ 115
70 9.11 713260 0.2117164 , 9.8621291, 0.0939667 0.2333270 0.0378423, E 9.80448434 110
75 9.6502031 0.2236014
	 9.9517010, 9.9847288 0.2570970 9.9392078„ 1 0.0188236, 103
80 9.4768195 0.2319559	 0.00755GI, 9.8190997 0 :;38061 9.8146544, 0.1324854, 100
85 9.1774103 0.2369160E 0.0385108, 9.5252506 0.2837262 9.5319934 0.1912176, 93
90 -00 0.2385607 i 0.0484550, i	 -ao 0.2870157 -00 0.2095647, 90
109 (-Bu) I_. log R^ 0 I 109 (-B;) ,	 tog Rs Joy (-R;) tog Bi ti
(Continuation of I)
109 B;	 I lw^ R; Jog Ro	 Jo9 R;I	 ^ 1	 Joy B; ^	 Joy R; Joy B; G
0° '^	 -oo -oo
	 0.477121 .-00 -00 -w -00 180°
5	 8.5913730 7.1457017	 0.460306 ``	 9.911341 8.862261 7.621156 6.113016 173
10	 ''.9.1850261 8.0437198 i	 0.407704	 1 0.187804 9.469193 8.514149 7.310373 I70
15	 9.5231175 8.5635491	 0.311442	 i 0.321808 j	 9.795833 9.025516 8.003479 163
20	 9.7530477 8.9264903 f 	 0.131270 0.385133 1	 0.009235 9.376427 8.487400 160
25	 9.920SC54 9.2019174
	
9SC299G 0.397423 0.154872 9.636054 8.854637 155
30	 0.04G8484 9.4206648 i
	
8.776192 ^ 0.362769 0.!52153 9.834953 9.146300 150
35	 0.1415832 9.5991598	 9.719059. 0.274551 0.310318 9.989196 9.384333 145
40	 p 0.2110554 9.7472467 i 	 9.983953, 0.107603 0.333242 0.108020 9.581742 140
45	 i! 0.2587425 9.6711196
	
0.087018, 9.762709 0.320868 0.196998 9.746906 133
50	 : 0.2864849 9.9750500
	





0.061330, 9.896182, 0.163694 0.296750 0.001431 123
60	 0.2832294 0.1341695
	
9.935148, 0.110783, 9.970260 0.309169 0.097639 120
63 	 0.2493879 0.1930924
	
9.661993, 0.202026, 9.525913 0.294968 0.176203 113
70	 '•„ 0.1886413 0.2399560	 7.759087, 0.220631 4 9.4403324 0.249843 0.238688 110
75	 0.0912884 0.2756110 1 9.637733 0.175552, 9.922172, 0.164373_ 0.286228 103
80	 9.9346139 0.3006746 i 9.902953 0.052365, 0.109124, 0.016055 0.319646 100
85	 9.6431248 0.3155548 10.017392 97816734 0.197689, 9.731526 0.339486 93
90	 -00 0.3:04890
	 0.051153 -00 0.224546, --00 0.346063 90
Jog (-.U,2) Joy B,"j
	





ti 1, tag $e tag ai tag Ba lag Bs tog B: by Bi tag R;
0' 0.520697 -ao -00 -00 -00 - 00 0.55697 180'
5 0.495350 0.038766 9.107.059 7.963676 6.632045 S.07S4S0 032127 175
10 0.414265 0.302221 9.685487 8.850359 7.624377 6372146 0.40373 170•
15 0.256769 0.412938 9.997520_ 9.351036 8.509021 74.438329 0.I5373 165
20 9.948884 0.439608 0.189405 9.686547 8.980912 8.013431 9.38983 160
23 7.975588„ 0.394940 0.305249 9.925625 9.332348 8.502476 9.8736% 155
30 9.875583„ 0.265649 0362113 0.098114 9.604163 8.$67855 0.13186 150
35 0.089929, 9.982352 0.364963 0.219028 9.817914 9.164596 0.17071„ 143
40 0.143633„ 7.078336„ 0.309014 0.295986 9.986091 9.411358 0.06336„ 140
45 0.093537, 9.937618, 0.172999 0.331952 0.116360 9.617813 9.71711, 135
50 9.9214772 0.171438, 9.876589 0.325689 0.213389 9.791080 9.93603 130
55 9.442768, 0.244300, 8.756484, 0.270157 0:279743 9935969 9.92288 123
60 9.487472 0.216558, 9.907324, 0.145776 0.316213 0.056229 0.06745 120
65 9.900740 0.079218, 0.138483, 9.888895 0.321654 0.154434 0.05241 115
70 0.037531 9.7 15417, 0.221982, 8.826804 0.292150 0.232540 9.67317 110
75 0.055342 9.397713 0.214201, 9.797241, 0.418567 0.291965 9.17378 105
80 9.968453 9.976786 0.113381, 0.082857, 0.078601 0333738 9.68141, 100
85 9.717087 0.156100 9.854847, 0.203648, 9.799032 0.358538 3.97874» 95
90 -ao 0.205652 -eo 0.239125, -ao ( 0.366762 0.05182, 90
log (-BY) I	 tog B; 1 lag (-B;) tag B; ,tag (-B;) tog tq R,` ti
(Continuation of I)
u	 log M. log B; I	 log B. log B; tog loq R^ log B,
-0o -00 -00 -00 -00 -00 0.58805 180'
5 0.14305 9.29051 8.23601 7.01559 5.63075 4.03457 0.54011 175
10 0.39060 9.85865 9.11508 8.20208 7.12443 5.83060 0.37635 170
15 0.47184 0.15271 9.60271 8.87648 7.98035 6.87026 9.97165 165
20 0.44853 0.31737 9.91922 9.33366 8.57322 7.59615 9.63345, 160
25 0.31397 0.39376 0.13233 9.66551 9.01646 S.T4700 0.12758, 155
30 9.96843 0.39286 0.27032 9.91227 9.36119 8.5845_0 0.2005% 150
35 9.45431, 0.30509 0.34551 0.09458 9.63445 8.941 53 0.07449, 145
40 0.10615, 0.07814 0.36058 0.22358 9.85198 9.23766 937110, 140
45 0.25822, 9.26555 0.30808 0.30480 0.02354 9.48540 9.70528 133
50 0.2518% 9.89569, 0.15960 0.33935 0.15521 9.69326 0.04642 ISO
35 0.09558, 0.17271, 9.79317 0.32331 0.25056 9.86719 0.09108 125
60 9.57454, 0.24574, 9.446+79, 0.24370 0.31108 0.01150 9.93175 120
65 9.75000 0.19099, 0.03089, 0.06216 0.33616 0.12935 9.18237 113
70	 ^+ 0.11265 9.97009, 0.20194n 9.59099 0.32228 032308 9.76588, 210
45 0.20986 8.89930, 0.23632, 9.62037, 0.26058 0.29439 0.02537, 105
80 0.16269 9.89024 0.15899, 0.05248, 0.12697 034451 0.0400-4 100,
83 9.93121 0.14719 9.91281, 0.20831, 9.85436 037427 9.83682* 9S
90 -0o 0.2I293 -00 0.25252, -00 038414 -00 90






log 8i I	 lW Ra	 I	 ko 8, lw Bj Zw Bi kA Jq 1	 Iog B;
0' -00 ^	 -00 ^	 -ao -ao -oo -oo -e0 ^ 180'
3 0.23068 9.44331 !	 8.46312 7.32668 6.04896 4.63093 2.99129 175
10 0.43923 0.00133 9.33323 8.50386 7.334i'3 6.41196 3.08666 170
l3 040353 0.27376 9.80543 9.16817 8.382-43 7.44313 6.29960 163
20 0.41062 0.40443 0.09891 9.60779 8.96134 8.13701 7.14646 160
25 0.10921 0.42813 0.27963 9.91585 9.38563 8.69206 7.78912 133
30 9.33543„ 0.33923 0.37347 0.13139 9.70621 9.10971 8.29933 130
33 0.15439, 0.06328 0.3x280 0.27303 9.94923 9.44247 8.71609 143
40 0.29394„ 8.99844„ 0.29619 0.34834 0.12934 9.70936 9.06156 140
45 0.23421„ 0.07763, 0.04450 0.35669 0.23440 9.92221 9.35060 133
50 9.91883„ 0.23320„ 8.16390 0.28346 0.3274n 0.08852 9.59310 130
53 9.49452 0.23475„ 0.00100, 0.07829 0.34682 0.21283 9.79601 123
60 0.10188 0.01399. !!!	 0.21752„ 9.38384 0.30319 0.29743 9.96438 120
65 0.22385 7.86133, 0.24105. 9.86001. 0.16936 0.34215 0.10187 113
70 0.14881 9.99083 0.10141„ 0.16380, 9.83932 0.34389 0.21121 110
73 9.77378 0.19589 9.57991„ 0.24685, 9.31888, 0.29407 0$9441 103
80 9.64134„ 0.19266 9.78330 0.19430* 0.01739, 0.17082 0.35289 100
85 0.10G87. 9.98170 0.13877 9.96069„ 0.21164, 9.90117 0.38761 93
90 0.20438„ 1 -00	 I 0.22113 -0o 0.264706 ( -ao 0.39912 90
log
 RI	 I log (-$i) ^	 log R; log (-R4') ^	 log $i log (-Bi) lag Ri a<
IIa. Logarithms of the Functions" used to ComDUte X and Y




i	 Ro- y'► Ra
i i°p	 a sin v
-1^ slRi '	 Re-Ro°
1^	 a++•v (^ &Slav
I	 Rg-Re
`^	 a +ia•
0' 0.0000 -00 -cc -00 -x	 1	 -00 -00 18o'
5 0 9.4639„ 9.,591, 0.1135" 0.3007	 j	 0.5110„ 0.6478& 175
10 0 9.7652, 0.0535, 0.4041, 0.5837&	 0.7877„ 0.9144,, 170
15 1 9.9386, 0.210, 0.5627, 0.7294,	 0.9229, 1.0320, 165
20 2 0.0596, 0.3274, O.G630, 0.8110,	 0.9239:, 1.0728, 160
25 3 0.1515, 0.4035. 0.7278, 0.8507,	 i	 1.0103, 1.0574, 155
30 4 0.2345, 0.4566, 0.7672, 0.8577,	 !	 0.9944, 0.9924, 150
35 5 0.284, 0.49!0, 0.7865,. 0.8334,	 0.9459, 0.8786, 145
40 •6 0.3336, 0.3122& 0.7883, 0.7845,	 0.86814 0.7124, 140
45 7 0.3751, 0.5187, 0.7746, 0.-4031,	 `	 0.7647, 0.4967, 183
50 9 0.4098, 0.5120, 0.74624 0.5862,	 0.6446, 0.25186 130
55 10 0.4389, 0.4915. 0.7039, 0.4232,	 0.3279, 0.0783, 125
60 11 0.4631, 0.4559a 0.6485a 0.1911,	 0.4487, 0.094% 120
65 12 0.4829, 0.4025, 0.5812, 9.8219.	 0.4362, 0.2124 113
70 13 0.4986, 11.320. 0.5046a 8.6367,	 0.4829. 0.3063, 110
73 14 0.5105, 0.2171, 0.4241a 9.4623	 0.5435. 0.3286. 105
80 14 0.5189, 0.0521, 0.3490. 9.5579	 0.6178, 0.2538, 100
83 14 0.3239,, 9.7577, 0.2937, 9.3694	 0.6604, 0.0116, 93
90 15 0.5256a -o0 0.2730. -a0	 0.6751, -00 90
*To compute X, use the numbers of the tale; to compute Y, use the






r kv -42 tdwr cast aas• oast rose amp r•m• a	 •
0' 0 0.3b66 0.8102 0.9757 1.1073 1.2166 
1
1.3102 -40 -40 -40 180•
S 0 0.5849 0.060 0.9682 1.0956 1.1999	 I.2673 93273 8.6482 9.9391 175
10 0 0.5799 0.7934 0.9453 1.0397 1.1481	 1.2167 9.5267 9.9425 0.2267 170
IS 1 0.5715 0.7720 0.9061 0.9972 1.0561	 1.0878 '93000 0.1074 0.3801 165
20 2 0.5596 0.7412 0.8485 0.9030 0.9119	 0.8740 93211 0.2164 .0.4726 I60
25 3 0.5439 0.7000 0.7691 0.7666 0.6856	 0.4609 9.9130 0.2925 0.5265 155
30 4 0.5241 0.6468 0.6616 0.5645 0.21.73	 9.Ra43, 9.9860 0.3457 0.3310 130
35 5 0.5000 0.5792 0.5140 0.2218 9.6938„	 0.3939, 0.0456 0.3810 0.5498 145
40 6 0.4708 0.4934 0.2978 7.2686, 0.2964, ; 0.48428 0.0951 0.4013 0.5235 140
45 7 0.4361 0.3825 9.9118 0.0867, 0.40,'3, • 0.38&%
0.00114., ! 0.0334,
0.1365 0.4078 0.4699 133
50 9 0.3947 0.2334 9.2577s 0.2860,
1
0.1713 0.4010 0.3832 130
35 10 0.3452 0.0136 9.9819. 0.3299, 0.1813,,' 	 9.5802 03004 0.380_5 0.2494 125
60 11 0.2856 9.5961 0.1725„ l 0.2783„ 9.6363,	 0.1636 0.2245 0.8450 0.0320 120
65 12 0.2125 9.25b0. 0.2442. 0.1214, 9.7922	 0.2661 0.2N3 0.2916 9.5681 116
70 13 0.1206 9.8312, 0.2473, 9.7421, 0.139°	 0.1755 0.2600 0.2153 9.4670, 110
75 14 9.9996 0.0337, 0.1904, 9.4126 C'1247	 9.'887 0720 0.1062 9.9370, 105
80 14 9.8263 0.1390, 0.0589, 9.9833 1 0.1692	 9.6479„ , 03804 9.9412 0.1157„ 100
85 14 9.5269 0.1929, 9.7833n 0.157: 9.9328	 0.1085,,'l 03854 9.6468 0.1993, 95
90 15 -eo 0.2096, -a0 0.20. ? i	 -o0	 0.2044, ( 0.2870 -co 0.2244 90
tag	
R^
-Pi	 R'	 t^ - -
aass :	 aa,^	 aa.e 109 Ri y^ R7L ^.a+hes swsasks, isaasr aase aas arse
*We have tog R' = 0.2311, lap - a 0.4311+wl.Point	 aas•	 a
(Continuation of IIa)
tj	 '	 tap a t[^aitAr 3Y	 't^apNr -^-	 , ,	 ' 1	 RnQa.O	 ^Qi/Mr	 ^Qa.r % ab.r	 going4 l	 si	 R,	 I IV -,-4 ^" aa,r A^^gFNg
ON 	 0 -flp
-00
-00
_^ _Op _Gp 180'
5	 0 0.1639 0.3473 0.5021	 , 8.2025 8.6780 9.0203 9.29928 9.5199 7.1698 175
10	 0 0.4430 i 0.6162 0.7588 8.6012' 9.2717 9.6079 9.8726 0.0908 8.0679 170
15	 1 0.5818 0.7370 0.8580 9.1478 9.6098 9.9333 10.1870 0.3897 8.5878 165
20	 i	 2 0.6528 0.7818 0.6678 ( 9.3899 ( 9.8398 0.1499 j 0.3826 0.5623 8.9508 16025	 ±	 3 0.6769 0.7654 0.7998 9.5736 0.0077 0.2973 i 0.3440 0.6513 9.2263 153
30	 4 0.6610 0.6917 0.6381 9.7195 0.1338 0.3970 O.S692 0.6713 9.4452 130
35	 j	 5 0.6044 0.5446 0.3027 9.8386 0:1387 0.4585 0S850 0.6223 9.6238 143
40	 6 0.4993 0.2684 9.1887, 9.9373 0.2982 0.4862 0.5508 0.4464 9.7720 140
45	 7 0.3221 9.4146 0.2267. 1 0.0202 0.3461 0.4810 0.4571 0.1936 8.8960 135
50	 9 9.9911 0.0102. 0.3677,1 0.0896 0.3739 0.4402 0.2741 8.2785 0.0000 136
55	 10 8.8422. 0.2584. 0.3204,+ 0.1477 0.3824 0.3558 9.8789 0.0867, 0.0871 123i
60	 11 9.9691, 0.3075. 0.0757.1 0.:959 0.3709 0.2075 9.3085. 0.2793, 0.1594 120
65	 12 0.1807, 0.2332, 7.9097,1 0.2353 0.3372 9.9311 W,31, 0.2833, 0.2184 115
70	 13 0.2437. 9.9968. 0.0175 0.2666 0.2765 8.8535 0»286. 0.1281. 03654 110
75	 14 0.2291, 8.9142, 0.2108 0.2903 0.2792 9.61:1. 0.1512. 9.5948, 0.3011 lOS
80	 14 0.119_9. 9.6968 0.1992 0.3073 0.0226 0.0894. 0.1656. 9.7919 0.8262 100
85	 14 9.8565, 0.1488 9.9b33 0.3172 9.7332 0.2053, 9.9144. 0.1404 0.3411 95
90	 15 I -oo 0.2129 -00 , 0.3205 -00 0.2391, -00 0.2211 0.3461 90


























0° '	 0	 --eo -00 .-eo -ao -eo -oo -ae --ao -ao 160'
R
. 0	 7.6889 80744 8.3835 6.1343 6.6876 7.1038 3.0914 5.6778 4.0481 173jr 0	 8.5819 8.9396 9.2634 7.3297 7.8799 8.2923 6.3881 7.1695 3.5442 170
13 1	 9.0933 9.4606 0.7325 8.0228 1 8.3646 89670 7.4546 80274 6.8839 163
20 2	 9.4443 •9.7970 0.0713 8.5068 19.0366 9.4247 8.0393 8.6204 7.6098 160
25 3	 :. 9.7040 0.0372 0.2875 LOW ^ 9.3881 9.7373 8.5187 9.0637 8.1608 133
30 4	 9.9030 0.2111 0.4302 9.1659 9.6600 0.0031 8.8833 9.4086 8.3984 130
35 5	 0.0374 0.3340 0.5123 9.3041 9.8739 0.1887 9.1610 9.6819 8.9356 145
40 6	 0.1763 0.4138 0.3388 9.6016 0.0422 0.3196 9.4279 9.8996 9.2318 140
45 7	 0.2654 0.4539 0.5038 9.7669 0.1726 0.4033 9.6343 0.0713 9.4997 133
30
M
9	 0.3279 0.4539 0.3980 9.9036 0.2698 0.4420 9.8076 0.2031 9.7077 130
55	 h 10	 0.3654 0.4090 0.1630 0.0217 0.3362 0.4325 9.9529 0.2983 9.8817 12360 11	 i 0.3780 0.3054 9.4456 0.1180 0.3728 0.3649 0.0732 + 0.3592 0.0261 120
65	 g 12	 0.3639 0.1044 9.9022, 0.1966 j 0.3784 0.2116 0.1716 4 0.3844 0.1441 113
70 pFp 13	 0.3188 9.6176 0.1905„ 0.2592 1 0.3490 9.8662 0.2498 0.3706 0.2379 110
75	 4 14	 0.2334 9.635Y. 0.2617„ 0.3068 j 0.2734 9.3337 0.3092 0.3089 0.3093 103
80	 G 14	 ; 0.0852 0.0590, 0.2009„ 0.3403 0.1333 0.0240, 0.3511 0.1774 0.3595 100
85	 p 14	 ' 9.8007 0.2099„ 9.9623„ 0.3602 9.8560 0.2133„ 0.3739 9.9028 0.3892 93



















IIb. Logarithms of the Functions Used to Compute Z
ki^l^ y i^ IkiA-1tv^IImr	 r A,r RLr 19'1"Nr
0' 0.2386 0.3495 0.4225 0.4771	 0.5207 0.5570 0.5881 -00 180'
5 0.2369 0.3445	 ( 0.4125 0.4603	 0.4954 0.5213 0.5401 9.1803 175
10 0.2319 0.3293 0.3816 0.4077	 0.4143 0.4038 0.3764 9.4797 170
15	 j 0.2236 0.3033	 1 0.3273 0.3115	 0.2569 0.1538 9.9717 9.6530 165
20 0.2116 0.2633 0.2442 0.1514: 9.9491 9.3900 9.6336„ 9.7741 160
25 0.1959 0.2134 0.1210	 ' 9.6633	 7.9759, 9.8740, 0.1278, 9.8660 155
30 0.1762 0.1444 9.9305 8.7766	 9.8759, 0.1322, 0.2010, 9.9390 150
35 0.1520 0.0526 9.57GO 9.71954 ] 0.0905, 0.1712, 0.0750, 9.9986 143
40 0.1229 9.9273 8.8750, 9.9846.1 0.1442, 0.0640, 9.5717„ 0.048 1 140
45 0.0882 9.9438 9.6772a 0.08774 1. 0.0943, 9.7178* 9.7060 0.0895 133
50 0.0468 9.4197 9.9037a 0.1087,1. 9.9223, 9.3369 0.0473 0.1243 180
53 9.9973 8.2914a 0.0144, 0.0623, 1. 9.4437, 9.9239 0.0921 0.1534 125
60 9.9376 9.4540, 0.0651 9.9362	 9.4886 0.0685 9.9328 0.1773 120
63 9.8646 9.7191a 0.0721, 9.6632,1 9.9019 0.0536 9.1636 0.1973 115
70 9.7727 9.8634, 0.0391. 7.7604, f 0.0388 9.8745 9.7672n 0.2130 110
75 9.6516 9.9531, 9.9606,, 9.6391,E 0.0567 9.1751 0.0267„ 0.2250 105
80 9.4783 0.0090, 9.8161, 9.9044n 1 9.9699 9.6828. 0.0415. 0.2334 100
85 9.1789 0.04006 9.5334, 0.0188,1 9.7185 9.9802, 9.8383, 0.2384 93
90 -o0 0.0499, -00 0.05260	-o0 0.0533, -cc 0.2400 90







its(4- toi 	- Mt i I Mr-^^- I wr--^- ko -x ` kr1 IV1
O• -ao
	 i -oo -oA -oo -aa -o^ -oo -eo -o0 110'3 9.5281	 9.7493 9.9114 0.0388 0.1431 0.2307 8.1705 8.5914 KIi823 17510 9.8223 ' 0.0359 0.1878 0.3023 0.3906 0.4593 8.7692 9.1851 9.4693 17015 9.9873 1 0.1878 0.3319 0.4131 0.4719 41.5036 9.1158 9.5333 9.7939 16520 0.0964 ' 0.3780 0.3853 0.4398 0.4487 0.4108 9.3579 9.7533 0.0094 #60
45 0.1725	 0.3286 0.3977 0.3953 0.3142 0.1093 9.5416 9.9311 0.1331 I5530	 "; 0.2356	 0.3483 0.3631 03660 0.9688 9.3:58, 9.6875 0.0473 ' 0.2333 lb035 0.2GIO ` 0.3403 0.3750 9.9838 9.4348. 0.1549„ 9.8066 0.1421 0.3108 14540 0.2812 ' 0.3037 0.1082 7.0789„ 0.1068„ 0.2945, 9.9055 0.311 7 0.3338 140
45 0.3877	 0.2342 9.7634 9.9383„ 0.2589„ 0.2349„ 9.9882 0.2595 03316 133
50 0.2810	 0.1197 9.1440n 0.1723„ 0.2527. 9.9197„ 0.0576 0.3878 0.3695 130
55 0.2605	 9.9289 9.8972„ 0.2452, 0.0966,1 9.4955 0.1157 0.3958 0.1647 I25
60 0.2249	 9.5355 0.1119, 0.2176, 9.3736, 0.1030 0.1639 0.2843 9.9714 120
65 0.1713	 9.2170, 0.2032, 0.0804, 9.7312 1 0.2250 0.2033 0.3506 93273 115
70 0.0953	 9.8058, 0.2219, 9.7167, 0.1139 0.1501 0.2340 0.1899 9.4416„ 110
75 9.9861
	 0.0202, 0.1769, 9.3991 0.2112 9.7751 03585 0.0926 9.9333„ 103
80	 ;, 9.8211	 0.1339, 0.0538, 9.9782 0.1641 9.6428, 0.2157 9.9350 0.1105, 100
85 9.5261	 0.1927, 9.7631,1 0.1575 9.9327 0.1083, 0.3852 9.6466 0.1991, 95
90 -ao	 ! 0.2130, 1 0.2071 -ao 0.2058, 0.2885 -ac 0.226% 90




















_oo _ap -oc -oo -oo -oo -oo -oo 180'
5	 9.1071	 ; 9.2905 9.4453 7.1457 7.6212 I` 7.9637 8.2360 8.4631 6.1130 173









16515	 , 9.9976	 0.1528 0.2739 8.5636 9.0256 9.3511
20	 0.1896	 0.3175 0.4046 8.9267 9.3766 9.6867 9.9194 0.0991 8.4876 160
25	 j 0.3055
	
0.3940 0.4284 9.2022 9.6363 1 9.9259 0.1326 0.2799 8.8549 i 135
30	 0.3625 ; 0.3982 0.3396 9.4210 9.8353 1 0.0985 0.2707 0.3728 9.1467 130
35	 ;^ 0.3654 ' 0.3056 0.0638 9.5997 9.9897 1 0.2195{{
0.3460 0.3833 93848 143




18545	 i 0.1737: 9.2669 0.0784, 9.8718 0.1977 0.3327 0.3088
13050	 9.8774	 9.8965, 0.2541, 9.9759 0.2602 0.3265 0.1605 8.1648 9.8863 1 '55	 8.7V75,, 0.1737, 0.2357, 0.0630 0.2977 0.2711 9.7941 0.002% 0.0015 1 23
60	 9.9084, 1 0.2468, 0.01.51, 0.1353 0.3103 0.1469 9.4479, 0.3186, 0.0987
0.1774
120
11565	 0.1397,- 0.1922, 7.8687, 0.1943 0.2962 9.8901 0.0321, 0.2432,
70	 0.4233,, 9.9714, 9.9921 0.3412 0.2511 8.8281 0.2032, 0.1027, 0.2400 ' 110
75	 03156,	 8.9007, 0.1972 0.2770 0.1637 i 9.7986, 0.2377, 9.5813, 03876 i 10510080	 0.11480 , 9.8917 0.1941 0.3021 0.0175 0.0843, 0.1604, 9.7867 0.3311
85	 9.8563,! 0.1486 9.9831 0.3170 9.7330 • 0.2051, 9.9143, 0.1402 0.3409 95







u	 IV Jet ty 1V ^- ( tap L I tap _JtL ty RL I tN I b/ 21 M 1
M	 -ao -ao -o=	 -ao -ac -x -m -ac -ac 1w
S	 6.0321 7.0150 7.3267	 1 5.0755 5.6308 6.0490 4.0346 4.6210 MIS 17610	 7.8244 8.2021 8.5039	 6.5722 I	 7.1225 7.3848 5.8306 6.4120 3.0887 170
15	 8.5091 8.676G 9.1683	 7.4346 71.9804 8.3828 6.8704 7.4431 6.2997 185
20	 i, 8.9811 9.3337 9.6080	 8.0436 8.573! 8.9613 7.596E 8.1372 7.1468 160
25	 9.3326 9.0658 9.9161	 8.3027 9.0167 9.3859 8.1473 8.6913 7.7894 165
30	 j. 9.6045 9.9126 0.1318	 8.8674 9.3616 9.7066 0849 9.1101 8.2999 150
35 ,;	 9.8194 0.0951 0.2785	 9.1651 9.6349 9.9497 8.9420 9.4429 8.7166 145
40	 9.9667 0.2242 0.3491	 9.4120 9.8526 0.1296 9.2383 9.7100 9.0621 140
45	 0.1171 0.3055 0.3574	 9.6185 0.0243 0.2531 9.4861 9.9229 93313 135
50	 0.2143 0.$402 0.2843	 9.7919 0.1361 0.3283 9.6941 O.Ob94 9.5940 ISO
55	 0.2807 0.3243 0.0793	 9.9369 0.2515 0.34 7 8 9.8682 0.2138 9.7970 125
60	 0.317E 0.2448 9.3849	 0.0573 0.3122 0.3043 0.0126 0.2983 9.9655 120
GS	 0.3228 O.OG34 9.b612n ; 0.1556 0.3374 0.1706 0.1303 0.8433 0.103 1 113
70	 0.2934 9.5939 0.1631.	 0.2338 0.3236 9.b408 0.2344 OJ432 0.2115 110
75	 10.2199 9.6217. 0.2443.	 0.2933 0.2619 9.3203• 03957 0.2954 0.2958 1 103
80	 0.0800 0.0539. 0.195-0,1 0.3351 0.1$0! 0.0188. 0.8459 0.17 22 O.ES4E 100
85	 ^: 9.8 005 0.2098. 9.9631. i 0.3600 9.b558 0.2181. 0.3757 9.9026 04891 95
90	 -ao 0.2540,E -aD	 ( 0.3682 -ac 0.2664. 0.3106 --ac 0.4006 90
77K k9 k9




ORIG AL PA - Eg
OF POOR QUALITY
III. Observed Values of the Force Components
c	 1:	 0' y 10' w w iG's' 37 3y 60'
J	 14031 14578 15013 15560 15961 16260 16493 16649 16740
30" r- S1l9 - 4313 - 3611 - 2740 - 1031 - 1137 - 240 601 1415
Z	 46561 46855 45791 46061 46379 46809 17170 48200 193155




	 4501 3 41406 441363 4343 438 44203 45410 4608




— $643 — 4065 — 4298 — 3526 — 2633 — 1797 — 153 636
Z	 4279 1pp^
42100 41994 41313 41360 41305 41316 41966 42420
J j	 20036 10371 21095 111059 22468 231891 22378 23760
Z 40554 —39948 —
 4645
2/166933
—;}q s —32443 33179 3565538080 3935S
J Y	 21992 18636 83266 23821 24405 24955 25477 0057 skis3'	 — 61 33 — SS300 — 492 1 — 4230 — 3473 — 260 — 1931 — Saco — 307
Z	 37500 3b819 36887 35322 34680 34759 34740 33245 35596
I	 24140 24330 234 3 2612: 26774 27349 27893 23:42 23703
55' T	 — 6423 — SM — 514Z — 4541 — 3658 — 3156 — 2440 — 1645 i3	
it
Z	 34277 33132 32203 31234 30753 30436 30551 30315 eifi
I	 25943 16633 27328 27974 313635 29230 29801 30372 31030
67 T	 — 6723 — 6114 — 11 19 — 4899 — 4262 —3S69 — 2914 — 8 177 1371
Z	 29764 27994 40845 25873 25338 25375 25351 85475 25756
I	 27381 23039 13686 29368 30037 3073'1 31418
3— !67665' T k — 7 3 50 — 6576 — 5967 — 5337 — 4666 — 402S — 3394 —1910
Z 21702. 20263 19323 23747 18831 18361 16676 11779 19x2
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IVa. Coefficients of the Trigonometric Series for the North
Component X
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IVb. Coefficients of the Trigonometric Series for the East
Component Y
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IVc. Coefficients of the Trigonometric Series for the Vertical
Component Z
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Va. Coefficients of the Trigonometric Series for a%sisv.
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Vb. Coefficients of the Trigonometric Series for gp8a6v.
f:	 { Al, site v its sin v #Li ti» v . Ah ti» v I ALL ria v ^'8t! rift ti',Ze ++x 
v , 44 tin v `ALs aK v
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Vc. Coefficients of the Trigonometric Series for rZ.
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VI. Coefficients of the Series for Representation of &X#is9, ,0.rjkv, r^
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VI. Coefficients of the Series for Representation of sZsiuv, pYoi%v, r!»
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VIIa. Numerical Values or Logarithms of the Computed Coefficients
k and K in the Series Expansion of X
k.	 ; toy k, ' toy X. i IW k2 I lov Jr. , 






































O.v 3.411536 13.629163 s -00
	
1907.o 3.375041 3.630794 	 3.06x30
	3869.s 3.251322 3.635093	 3.342046
	
5937.9 2.96156. 1 3.643x0 15	 3.47360
	8147.8 1.9504.. 4 3.654667	 3.53203
	
10517.9 3.029384« 3.667117	 3.53732
	13046.8 3.27 44 011„ 3.679192	 3.49241
	
15710.o 3.363959« 3.6x0132:	 3.38780
	
1b4G0.8 3.422459« 3.G91G47	 3.1«794
	
21233.4 3.411232« 3.GbG359	 2.71584
	




28821.9 3.206718« 3.597553 t 3.32504.






33443.1 1 3.287130« 3.390970	 3.43463.
34018.8 ! 3.412326« 3.306017 ! 3.39632.
	
34079.2	 3.533925,; 3.21x798 	 t 3.33214.
	
33GSU 3.03641010 ( 3.126294
	
3.24745,
32797.2 13.7 14 665 0 1 3.010003 I 3.15088.
	
31591.7: 3.7677542« 2.b1003.	 3.053x5.
I
	30133.0	 3.7 014920« 2.13003 - 	 2.97095.
	
2x522.1 F 3.790200« 2.7 5020. 	 2.911b5.
	




25196.1	 3.709092. i 3.40074«
	
2.83296,
23599.9 3.6037400 1 3.5728020 2.7 6597.i
22070.4 3.421.401, 3.0!0360 2.0816.
20585.7 t 3.0330620 3.775421« 2.29248,
	
190,10.4	 2.76448. 3.8!.4G15,, 	 1.9463.
17310.8 3.352877 3.0154974 0 2.59528
15765.8 i 3.586452 3.b5Gb9b,! 2.92763
13786.8 3.72GG13 3.636793 0  2.94096
11526.9 ; 3.6199G5 3.71029. ' 2.97941
9973.7 3.683463 3.746424. ` 2.95027
6153.8 3.925013 3.691630„ 2.b3660
3131.01 3.90636 3.646740. ' 2.57496























































































































VIlb. Numerical Values or Logarithms of the Computed Coefficients
1 and L in the Series Expansion of Y.
0' 0.0
	
3.6!913.5„ 3.411336 -so -40
1
-as	 -a -49 -40
3 31.0 3.630163. 3.403189 2.417470 3.07183 0.362..	 1.3404.,E 9.000.. 9.419.
10 62.9 3.633064. 3.377670 2.70432. 3.36186 0.898..	 1.9!17.. 0.000.0 04".
13 69.01 3.631770. 3.333619 1.83763. 3.31767	 j: 1.1303.	 1.23933. 0.362.,, 1.0349
20 110.7 p 3.043906. 3.268344 2.93235. 3.61402	 n 1.1399.	 L44014 0.380.0 1.3946
25 i	 126.4 3.631171, 3.177017 3.014140 3.67386	 a 0.491..	 2.56808. 0165. 1 An
30
3j	 133.8 3.659203. 3.050650 3.0.5312. 3.70720 1.3946. 0 	1.641670 1.1790 1.8142
35 '	 137.0 3.667696. 2.67003. 3.06629. 3.71924	 p 1.8733.0 	2.661170 1.6284 1.9440
40 131.0 3.676392. 2.58044. 3.313010 3.71279	 C 2.17522.	 2.644040 1.9479 2.0364
43 120.2 3.685139. 1.7917.. 3.14339. 3.68946 2.39967.	 2.539670 2.1942 2.0931
SO 1	 102.0 3.693938. 2.29798. 0 3.174610 3.64997 2.37634. I 2.374200 2.3902 2.1191
33 5L! 3.702810. 2.59419- 0 3.21336. 3.59448	 I 1.71923.	 L8381. 0 
1
2.3472 2.1427
60 56.9 „ 3.731908. 2.71917.. 3.23592. 3.52255	 j 2.0620. 1 2.06408 2.6719 2.1436
65 29.0	 ., 3.721448a 2.77931.0 3.299470 3.43307	 ; 2.932.52.	 2.49471 2.7686 !.1421
70 L0 3.731621. 2.81137.. 3.33995. 3.32391 3.01137. , 1.10191 !.8400 2.1314
7S - 25.9 ' 3.742576. 2.89916.. 3.37493. 3.19114	 N 3.07599.:2.83136 2.8873 2.1833
8o : - 52.0 3.754341. !.88475. 0 , 3.40192. 3.02082 3.3!776.: 2.91950 2.9116 2.2418
53 - 76.1 3.76G807. 2.95434.. 3.419360 2.81218 3.16844.. 2.98236 2.9119 2.3!14
90 - 98.1 p 3.779676. 3.0530330 3.426460 2.46742 3.1+9260 ; 3.02916 4.8867 2.4108
95 -117.4 3.792469. 3.170262. , 3.4.295. 1.4683.	 G 3.!.110.	 3.06395 I.	 2.6317 2.4989
100 ` -134.o
i
3.804589. 3.291702. 3.40919. 2.29776. 3.234670 : 3.09677 2.7434 ,	 2.6777
103 -148.0 ' 3.815312. 3.408596„ 3.3RCIZ. 2.39428. 3.24037. i 3.12388 2.6056 (	 2.6424
110 r -159.6 3.523885. 3.515596. 3.35532. 4.7 33110 3.23630.	 3.14799 !.3860 CON
Ili -168.4 3.829567 0 3.610287. 3.31904. 2.868410 3.248320	3.16844 h	 1.9499 1.7209
120 Y -174.9 ' 3.831678. 3.691894. 3.2016. II 2.957990 3.209948 : 3.15353 1.63030 2.7316125 -178.9 3.829632. ( 3.760573n 3.4.4 1 To (3.03201. ; 3.18439.. 3.19086 2.1688. 2.7224
130 -179.9 3.8230194 3.816924. @ 3.20642. 3.09276. 3.14444 r 3.16766 2.3286. 2.6914
333 -1774 3.811602. 3.861+09. 3.17351. i 3.14004. 3.09431.	 3.17302 2.3818„ 2.6370
140 -171.9 ' 3.795428. 3.096236. ; 3.14820.: 3.172%, 3.03028. _ 3.13767 ^;	 2.37130 2.3563
145 q -162.9: 3.774833. 3.941421. " 3.12133, i 3.159070 1.94866. • 3.05383 2.30900 2.4462
IN -149.9 3.750640. 3.9355900 3.059760 i 3.166700 2.845346	 3.00458 2.19760 1.!997
133 " -132.2: *."74063. 3.949185„ a 3.04681 0 1 3.162210 !.732980 : 2.89193 2.0310. !.1079
160 -111.2 3.696941 0 3.9547498 2.98372. 3.109980 2.34083.	 2.73767 1.79.596 1.8643
163 o' - 86.7 3.671617. 3.956864. !.115730. 3.01974. 2.30814g. 2.51799 ,	 1.4614 14079
170 - 59.9 3.650734. 3.9370470 2.733:0. 2.86841 0 1.9"S.0 , 2.18724 0.964.0 IA000
176 i - 30.1 1 3.636949. 3.956577.1 !.44376. 2.58218. p 1.3729. 0	1.5988. 0.079.0 0.114.
180 1
	






VIIc. Numerical Values or Logarithms of the Computed Coefficients
m and M in the Series Expansion of Z.
wt.	 w13 IV if,	 kP as too J6
	IN 0% ( IN Ai	 k1 No I4j X
M ^	 371159.6 , - 00 •-eo -eo	 -.o -a0	 -00 -.o -00
3	 377116.1 .' 3.141931 6 2.7000.. 2.23373„	 0.833.., 0.924..	 0.451.. 9.000. 9.477.
10	 57503.1) 3.41071„ 3.064196„ 2.0;4763,	 1.450!.. 1.6026.	 14969. 0.114. 0.613.
15	 37147.6 '. 3.530443, 3143111, 1 3-18176	 1.8118., 2.4928!	 1.7810, 0.763. 1.3010
!0	 5414003.8 3.373434, 3.373380„ 3A0819,	 2.10483, 2.61342	 2.08600  1.2068 1.7634
23	 53499.1 3.339272, 3.47098, 3.36964„	 2.34023, 2.463225	 2.!8081 1.3132 !.1011
30	 34116.0 3.469323, 3.569947„ 3.68702,	 2.34814. 1.97636	 !.38810 1.7233 1.3360a
35	 52255.6 3.333336, 8.651307, 3.77048„	 1.73608. 3.0650:	 2.407112 1.8300 2.5493
40	 49 0148.6 3.124504, 3.7!4863, 3.82338,	 2.90656 3.09886	 !.30481 1.8682 2.6928
45	 4C0143.6 , 2.65820 , 3.790932, 3.85535,	 3.03994„ 3.07111	 1.7993. 1.7931 2.7937
50	 432104 2.34850. 3.849211. 1 3.60122„	 3.19623, 2.97230	 2.19340, 1.2!41 2.$359
33	 301951.9 2.79141. 3.899290, 3.84344„	 3.31307, 2.74780	 2.64670. 1.8021 !.8809
60	 344193.7 2.43560. 3.941074• 3.60113„	 8.41637, 1.9978.	 2.88784, 2.2445, 2A7b
65	 28709.1 2.70123. 3.9749G3, 3.73216,	 3.50014• 2.36601+. 1 8.04554 !.4912, 2.8116
10	 220,84.9 2.49318. 4.001924, 3.63!49,	 3.56636, 2.83743.	 3.13400„ 2.6531„ 2.7030
73	 16743.6 Np	 1.#331.. 4.023438„ 3.49449,	 3.01381, 3.02457, BMW* 2.7347, 2.5177
NO	 10422.1 0.041... 4.041420, 3.30214	 3.64813„ 3.06142,	 3.27839. !.81466 2.17!1
115
	 4047.1 2.3+34019. 4.057704, 3.01220,	 3.66373, 3.08962.	 3.31037„ 2.8439, 0.413.3
90	 - 21711.1 2.94503 4:17, 3;88, !.39270n 	 3.66293, 3.06667,	 3.83098, 24300„ !.0294,
93	 --
 111117.6 3.207 23 4.0902934 2.51111	 3.04602, 3.03898,	 3.34473, 2.7700, 2,1733,
100	 -1315500.1 3.3336511 4.106677, 2.85028	 3.61351 4 3.02477,	 3.-13535„ 1.6338, !.10416
103	 -19123.1 3.71029 4.121254, 2.97978	 6.54619, 3.0434b,	 3.36653, 1.4469, 1.7451,
110	
-23953.6 3.856723 4.131461, 3.05092	 3.50530, 3.10166.	 3.37681, 2.0004, 1.6875
113	 -23361.6 3.965004
	
1 4.134244, 3.10341	 3.43279, 3.1767%	 3.38444, 1.6096 1.2M4
120	 ! -321 • ^.0 (' 4.04 7 660 4.120323, 3.15933	 3.35153, 3.:4937,	 3.38584 2.2878 !.4079
273	 + -30107.0 4.1080152 4.104374, 3.71476	 3.26513. 3.30524,1 3.37674, 2.4414 2.3013
133 ► 	 ? -395'•49.6 `'	 4.151'302 4.:164971,
1
3.26614	 3.17 7439, 3.33616, ' 3.35261. 2.4887 !.3285
135	 ' -42911M.6 4.1761^2 4.00431 74 3.30542	 ^ 3.091 74, 3.33746, f 3.30903, 1A701 2.3014
140	
--40113.0 4.10674 3.91701TG, 3.3'.517	 3.00779. 3.30361.	 3.24135„ , 2.3978 2.4180




-522114.6 4-134400 3.639297, 3.28101	 y 2.62633. 3 IM% 3.01047. 1.0952 211261
1 55	 3 -351N ►5.9 , 4.110323 3.421553n 3.20365	 (' 2.70993, 12.96163.1 2.83001, 1.8308 1.882b
160	 + -57528.6 4.041341 3.111801111 3.07613	 2.55642, 2.73094,	 2.38614, 1.5198 1.6327
11	 : -39059.7 3.937869 2.60423. 8 2.47743	 2.34143, 2.40!09,	 2.24773, 1.0645 1.0!69
170 ; -612".2 3.776941 1.5499.. 2.36170	 2.01378, 1.9063., ( 1.7439., 0.380. 0A31.
173	 -621413.4 3.484934 !.07700. 1.9614•	 1.4298., 1.0!53•,	 0.837.., 9.301. 9.301.
140	 -62651.0 -00 - 00 ;	 -00	 M -00 -00	 - 00 -00 -00
• _	




VIII. Computed VAlues of the Geomagnetic Force Components
r - IV IV So, tv	 301 w
'
V ( T	 N —4016 of —4 I —^6ij—4
Z 371611 57111111
—3	 — MIS7	 5111611 —JIMs7w ,--sit — 4iI" 1*37 17 374411
r ^ Z —^ — 6}^ii	 — 3 114 ^ .:,^ _
^
364311 S6	 7 30 M	 16 41 561P
 —s11ri
S6 12 442116 34434
—36383
ir'I0' ,	
— 4711 — 4612 —+3477 — ^1 wo M— 2131 — — — M
+	 Z	 343511 $071 34227	 SM19 341146 14PS 5403 143M 3464.
'	 d	 961131lie	'	 r	 i; — 496 jy
t
10145
— 48 1 7 0313	
/07111
343q 	— 9630
V1 M^1.	 91	 9 #1037— 1a" = tQ /114441 1"43H86
S843T $23" Sla11f 	5112611 58311 3 3840 P"I U40
X	 11s$$ 11761 19167 	 #1473 12676 Ig73 19718 /s$d
!^ (	 r p — $ 179 — 4336 — 3453	 — 2544 — 1645 — 761 113
am
1172 2513
1	 08116 "04 511399	 I= 511431 311643 "11311 A food.







— 533	 — 8567
14894
— 
160 24456661 #451311	 1133 844991 60
0394I8












—4 16rj1121 164"1056 164462
47160 46975 4+872	 463511 '	 4441$ 474411 411168 47356 4Q
X r	 15624 16275 16"1 — 17172 17104 13151 14115 13613 117603P	 S'	
— 3163 — 4847 — 3179	 s 1194 — 9d —	 4 3 51 0 00
Z	 43326 43013 4935
	
44373 44191 449115 451611 4501 43714
17398 1	 3 1174
	 11335 1101159 20314 so"1 no13 slay$973
Z
— 343 — 4 1 41	 31
—42420
— 2209 — 1269 349%
433 i!4
t	 43 1 52 48189 4"" 42434 4"" 0714 43^
I i	 19317OF	 r sv130 eo331	 114" 42/06 22614 23148 s3560 23 140— 6#03 — 57r: ;466	 — 3544 — 2616 — 1706 — 11 33 —	 14Z '	 4"61 40 9 n694	 39411 39341 39380 39358 39344 7P111si
l	
—2 41 —21m 23068






5613 — 414	 — 39" — 310; 8836 13" 197
31124 36.117 311x411	 3003 35472 3$30 31335 35434 35656
X	 :g727
3.10	 r ':	 6;64i	 —
84101 81217	 2892# 26729 —87891 23903 211644 "142
— 6051 I — 1277
	
— 4463 — 3"S 26 -- 2M1 — '1157 — $31Z	 ;	 ;J,0 93 33276 31627
	 31133 3074 38172 30493 36041 3213
--210'" ( 273" '	 26054 21771 2906 311/44 I 32117 312947 11 4
Z 26411
6461





21121 sS337 21286 $453 2447 115064
'X	 27523
632.	 r
8$251 awl	 296"i 311	 S I S/0K 3174 39349.. 2600 38944!' — 7497
Z ^- 69117 — 6252	 — 35547" ^^	 1"24
— 4497 -^ 4016 — 113# I — 164)Xa83211
1
111114 1294 11114 1157 11681
I	 21106 194711 ptd !	 30901 31417 3067 32697 33*116 331153S0'	 r f — 7912t — 7376 — 6771 6 — 61111 -- 3424 — 4709 — 3x. 1 — 3240 — 8501111664 1" 14734	 13166 Isuj 12239 12031 11i39 IN*
l	 119114



















"3877Z	 121156 ICS32 116411	 13#6 ^ 610' 3601 5239 Slsd
I	 2956 3031 32511	 3w" 315" 321115 311579^ 331194 33374301 	r	 — 1711
Z
— 
6361 — 7791 i — 7 1" — 6537 — 11" — 3119 _ 4"9 ,— on6561 4 27118	 18,9 Ss — S" -- 1364 1 -- 1741
I	 2!961
_04464 2	 411	 38255 3472 31092 31!90 3/^6/ WIND,
Tss
t— 946 ; — 471 6P* ^
— 4`
z	 135/ 7 176
























X	 26604 28270 s856; MID ste9s 29557 i	 39923 34313 34740
80' 1'	 — 9601 — 9210
— 6
— Sato
— 7465 — 6/71 — Gap — 3286 — 452
Z	 — 3391 — $734 — 747 — 9683 —31215 —12433 + —13347 -33951 —14361
X	 26534 26683 26873 2	 46 s1 21626 i	 37938 sum 26431
85• Y	 — 9950 — 958S — 9493 — •309 — 7356 — 1 1 57 ! — 6429 — 56" —4943
Z	 — 1S97 —16002 —12215 34 —15873 —37^70 —i8373 —19399 —2917
x	 2482; 24855 34910 25010 25245 25465 1	 25733 26454 226434
100' 3'	 —16239 ::1"03 — 9427 — 5847 — 8196 — 1503 ! — 6790 — 6474 —534Z	 —31242 3661 —3 5932 —37996 —19836 —2134 '' —22648 —23664 —24436






































X	 20001 39643 19368 39233 19181 19229 —39373 19608 199216
115' Y	 —30610 —36422 —10063 — 9576 — 9017 — 430 7553 — 7315 — 6434
Z	
—39299 —21 536 —23731 —2S632 —27797 —29596 —31209 —3x636 —3340
X	 tS984 28487 ISM 17837 17692 17664 37745 37926 f839s
12W Y	
—30534 —36428 —30143 — 973 1 — 9243 — 6732 — $236 — 7786 — 7400
Z	 —21368 —23482
—23515 —27602 —29523 —3 1312 —32444 —34411 —35713
x	 38396 11119 37243 168S8 16606 36484 16480 16580 16166
1. 5' F	 —30348 —10342 —30153
— 9940 — 0"9 — 9032 — 8633 — 823o — 7996
Z	
—23362 —2S320 —27273 —29187 —31022 —3275 1 —34357 —3583 1 —37271
X q	 36225 17458 36514	 ( 16303 35934 15699 15583 15576 15633
130• l'	 —10049
—16139 —10091 — 9694 — 9620 — 9316 — 9025 — 8778 — SS92
Z '! 






























I	 ISM 17622 164Ts 36254 15618 13121 14733 ;3
1 40' Y	 — 9129




—31 723 —33061 —419 —3S775 —37314 —38426 —39706 —409SS
x	 19176 18193 17284 36464 15743 33118 14583 14124 1312
145' Y t — $S32 — 9033 ^— 9366 — 9623
— 9773 — 966S — 9933 — 9994 —1m5i
Z	
—333518 —34606 —35693 —36820 —31969 —39129 — 40293 —41415 42630
.1'	 I	 19402 25433 27x6 16636 35837 s3s46 14439 33829 13263
15(1' 3'	 — 7868 — 8459
— b918 — 9356 — 9646 — 0871 — 26631 —30201 —10329






11437 X6558 15713 14906 I 3 4 1 37 13401 12693
— 7167


















36463 37729 16880 36040 35190 2430 13523 22690 21819 
160' 1'	 —
— 7253 — 79S3 — 8557 — 9076 — 95 26 — 984 —10184 —10423
Z	 4543 —46130 —46536 —46993 —415 16 —461m —48738 —49427 —50166
Z'	 17176 16471 35723 14931 34319 33280 12427 11563 10694
1650 Y	 ,j	 — 5766 — 6622
— 1319 — 8054 — 9649 — 9164 — 9600 — 9959 —10242Z ^, —50419 —54631 —5053 2 511 36 —5 1453 —S 1S4 —52340 —5246 —53396
X	 35099 14516 33667 13s6o 32405 13668 I 30777 9930 9042





— 75 17 — $1 57 — 8721 — 9201 — 9613 — 9939




13871 19319 10702 tows q^1 8523 7131 6867
— 4669 — 5492 — 6264 — 6980 — 7634 — 5221 — 8738 — 9310 9544


















r;	 1 e r
	
4Y	 1 50'	 !	 by	( ar	 !	 i;l• ` 80• SY












51860 53957 S7 Sbo SS}6v 57860
4y9
57860
x	 "SO 6776 6633 6456 6251 6023 5783 5530 5272
3o 423 850 3242 1549 3919 2w3 2451 2664
Z	 S6369 56473 $6567 56670 56180 56896 S7036 57 239 $7s63
x	 8737
IT i1	 F	 949 8503 824 7935 7587 72"
6912 6586 6279
1433 3857 2236 2505 2733 2694 2914 _^°0
54863 55069 55293 55534 5$786 56017 S63t1 $65" 37
I
Z
I	 10301 10208 9856 9482 9093 8701 5323 7969 7652
1S'	 i	 I'	 1706 2218 2642 2975 3213 3362 3400 3396
SV7Z	 53343 53673 $4036 34423 $4830 55248 55669 56"5
x	 12289 11991 11648 11276 10889 10504 30136 9600 9508
".^	 I	 }	 2317 2749 3173	 1 3490 3690 3778 3157 3635 3423
Z	 $1813 52254 $2739 $3264 S3838 $4369 54966 53332 56073
x	 14217 13983 136" 13367 13059 12731 32418 12136 11898
4S• 	I'	 a476 3020 3449 37S3 3923 3972 3696 3106 3414
Z	 50209 50724 5 ►304 51939 52620 $3329 34048 $4156 55437
X
	 16373 16243 36067 SOS? 3S6*9 25393 15169 14966 34
v	 F	 2492 3045 3473 3#69 3930 3956 3651 3622 3293
Z	 46400 46934 49;92 50307 5221 $ ►908 $2749 53579 $4365
X 
8	 16795 38796 38751 36669 18443 18338 28205 18218
35•
	F	 3292 2848 3279 3577 a 3762 36S1 3413 3059
Z	 46239 46788 47452 48x14 49060 49966 50901 51627 53704
X "	 21 45S 21593 21US 21738 21759 21755 21735 21706 21675
40'	 }'	 ''	 1912 2470 2908 3238 3393 3436 5143 3131 2783
Z d	 435s8 44071 44737 4SS19 46402 47360 42351 49348 50i64
X	 24256 2452; 24743 24920 250;9 25161 3;232 25273 25294
450 	i	 F	 139S 1959 2412 2749 2953 303o 2976 27" 2493
Z	 40154 40672 43324 42107 43001 43983 43005 46026 46987
X
	
27047 37420 27748 38038 28266 38457 28601 28689 28753
50'	 F 1	 768 1363 1642 *233 2467 2597 2608 2477 3233
Z	 36010 36504 37338 37906 38791 39#64 401,83 41797 42750
X	 29638 30091 30499 30861 31174 31432 3t633 31172 31848
55• I	 r	 134 733 1246 1667 i.$1 2279 2254 2203 2031
Z	 3107v 33544 3!159 32904 33762 34702 3566; 36662 37578
Ix	 3i933 32339 32802 33221 33589 339" 34144 34317 34434
Sw
60' 	 I'	 — 529 100 663 1143 1529 1603 1563 1992 1889
j	 Z	 ;:	25360 23839 26432 27147 27962 26649 39:72 30683 31540
x	 33467 33996 34492 34950 35359 35712 33499 36209 363*
6J•	 }	 u - 1170 - 503 114 661 1333 1462 1124 1639 1527
Z	 19064 19504 20070 20743 22502 23319 23162 23993 24777
X
	 34412 34947 35461 35943 36391 36787 37221 37383 37560
70'	 T	 — 1770 — 1061 — 390 223 76o togs t;23 1721 1788
Z	 32304 12713 13236 33853 14543 15376 16028 16770 17472
X t	 34613 35143 35666 36173 36657 37104 3'+500 37832 35067
:Y	 F	 — 2320 — 1 ;74 — SS
— 
► 84 417 923 136 1593 1735
1	 Z	 4	 $327 5676 6233 6683 7266 7923 657 9226 9649
!	 x	 ;' _34084 34"3 35135 3S669 36196 36103 3:179 37603 37961
80'	 F	 !	 s82µ — 2851 — 1299 — 557 60 623 ;^ 1409 '624
Z	 — 16x8 — 3367
— 996 — 543 —	 42 493
X 
1
_32905 33418 33958 34522 35100 35660 36243 36777 37259
83' (	 F 1'	 ^gs — 2510 — 2746 — 1019
— 350 239 730 1108 9364
Z w — S3a2 — 8185
— 7932 — 7598 — 7011 —6790 —6349 — 56" '.5442
X n	 31203 31714 _31269 32866 33498 _34151 34818 35456 36061
911	







50'	 I	 w	 i	 60►	 I










3744 — =976 	— 2227 1 — 1 5 14 — 523 — a6;	 241 64$ 943
Z	 14549 —14365	 —14458 1 —
1461 —14003
—1 3709	—13387 — 132446 —2211!0
.8	 29141 29651	 132	 30552 31532 ;2232 !	 30994 I —33741 34472
93 )'	 — 4200 — 3473 I — 2-242 ! — 2100 — 1478 — 015	 — 423 t 9 319
Y
— 30343 — 20333 I —20393 ; —=353 ^ —20043 —712053 + —19597 —2964 —19453
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`	 X r -399 -303 -41 3 1	 185 I -724	 -747 394 G	 627 677	 -639 I	 134 -478130'	 T	 367 1	 419 57 1 -61	 -880 	 6o5 - 62 -598 6a6	 1771
1
20 358
1Z	 - 83 -1 58 742 I -	 7 i	 1646	 768 - 1847 -19iS -2231	 99 2420 i5
*This table (not mentioned in the text) has been added to provide
an overview for the next two tables (IX and X). It contains
the differences of the computed and observed values of X, Y, Z,
i.e. the values in VIII and those in III, formed as (6&served -
computed). The corresponding differences for the intermediate
points (a = 00 , 300 , 600 ...3300 ) of the same parallel circles
are found (according to provisional computation) in B, table





IX. coefficients of the Series Representing a, W, V.L. (b=d.856.j*a&)
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308.9 527.1 189.1 106.6 - 7.2
2 716.9 21.1 - !9w -	 8.1 18.1
141.9 -100.4 6.1 -253
3 2253 - 55.6 - 03 -104
101.6 - u.1 5.9
4 153 - Me 124
= U.+ D, (-b33.e oot 1 + 50.o of 1) + D: (27.9 m 21-45.: eat S 1)
+J73 (-202.2
 cm SA +1541 sin 81) + Ili (139.8 eot 41-11.4 sat 41)
W.
0 1 2 8 4 5 6
0 0 -18428.2 - 233.o 354.4 376.6 - 52.8 S3
- 1277.o 1261.o -496.0 I66.o 170.o -38o
I 3421.o - 380.o -132.0 121.0 -61.0 70
241.6 525.6 186.0 1080 - 1.0
2 623.6 - 11.6 - 47.6 0.6 32.0
172.7 -104.o 2.0 -27.0
3 249.7 - 67.8 - Co - 5.7
4 - 68.6 - 27.o I	 22.6
W = W.+I (50-6781-34Bo+8880+9B:+4.4780-O.27B'a
V:b
0; n	 0 1	 2 8 4 5 6
0	 0 -184281 - 233.o 3541 276.6 - 523 5.9
- 1222.o 1231.e --451.9 15" 140.8 - 93 1
3453.6 - 317.6 -112.8 91A - 75.3 19.6
2753 546.6 187.6 107.6 -4.12 6703 4.0 - 361 -	 3.6 254I
157.0 -102s 4.4 -261
3 237A - 61.8 - !.t - 8a
70.7 - 22.6 9.1









0 1 2 8 4
0	 h 0 -18400.4 -- 237.* 393.0 271.1
- 1702.1 1234.0 -539.7 I564
1 3656.1 -333.7 - 35.s 43.0
292.0 483.* 1854













U= U,+1I, (-397AcwA - 8.:9iu1)+1I=(-:57 .7c®e21-89.7tat 21)	 U U*+D1 (-4".7 cat 1-S&o du 1)
♦I73 (-17 4.7 m 81+107.& tiu 3l)
W.	 W.
0 1 2	 I 3	 l 4 0^ I^_ 1	 (	 2at; t1:
0 0 -18400.4 - 237.* 393.0 271.1 0	 -186184 - 393.1 E
- 1312.0 1250.0 -4644.0 .117.0 - 1019.0	 10514
1 3452.0 - 353.0 19.0 30.0 3517.o - 396.0
242.s 478.0 195.0 200.4 s
2 632.4 -	 1-0 -50.0 640.6
167.7 - 99.0
3 247.0 - 60.7
45.6
4 - 61.6
W- T,+1(49 -64Ro-3417.2+41.9217',+9.0117' W ^ W,♦1(b3-284017.21
1':b 1': b
0 1 2 I	 8 4 0	 1	 2
0 0 -18400.4 - 237.* 393.0. 271.1 0	 -186:84 - 393.1
- 1507.0 1252.4 -591.9 137.0 - 1019.0	 1115.*
1 3554.0 - 3434 - 8.6 46.6 3517.0	 - 384.6
480.9 2
2004
2 633a  SA 52-22
167.1 - 94.4





UR0N L POE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
X. Coefficients of the Series Representing psb, P.:b, R,#bi. (b 6.866.1A^as.)*
I.'
rob.--
u:	 U 1	 2 8 4 6 6
0	 0 -13321.o - 233.0 354.4 MA as 5.8
- 1360.0 "	 1264.o. -466. 171.1 119.2 &1 1
3455.& . - 321.0 -112.0 94A - 61. 24.6
302.0 540.0 172.8 66.2 -14.6
2 663.1 9.6 -574 - 10.& 174
I 151.0 -103.9 4.7 -44A3 253.9 - Maa 64 -17.8
32.7 - 2a - 6.4 4
- 24.7 - 22.6 - 7w
V. :b
M  0 `	 1	 2 8 5 6
0 0 -107. 0.0 0.0 ?*s	 k - 21 0.1
13x.9 -32.4 14.8 21.1 -13r1 - 2. 3.&' -0.0 -	 ..	 54 -3.0
-27.7 -13.& I&f	 31.1 10.82 2.1 - 3.0 19.4
	
6.4 7.5
6.0 0.0	 - 0.8 1&73
-20.8 14.0	 - &1 9.7
13.0
	
-20.& 16.14 - 2.1	 -4.0 25.0
apbi
M; n:	 0	 1 1 2 8 4 b
0 0 6.8 -20.7 - 5.1 - 3.7 0.6
1 - 3.7 - 3.o -15.1 -23.1 24.2
-33A 2.9 -49.7 416.9 -b"
2 10.8 -13.8 -l" -26.1
2.0 14.0 2.& 12.&
3 -16.6 Ila -35.9
-28.9 -l" - 5.6
4 j 2.1 -52.2168 '8.8
*The coefficients of the series expansion of obi differ strikingly
at m =3 and m =4 from those reported in R, p.	 59.	 This is due to











X. Coefficients of the Series Representing r,:b, F.:b, aebE (b ma 6.3b6.1099Hw.)
2.	 &
F^:b	 Fi:b
0 1 2 3 4
0 0 -18242.5 - 242.8 404.1 259.8
- 1470.6 1266.1 -538.! 157.1
1 3496.5 - 339.9 - 57.8 61.5
300.8 326.1 1724
= 653.1 7.8 - 631
1554 -100




0 1	 2 3 4
0	 0 -157.5	 5.2 -1 a.7 -114
- 36.2	 -144 -53.1 -20.1






















0; n:	 0 1 2 8
0	
p
	 .0 6.9 -19.1
1.8 -28a -4.6










*As coefficient of e;amx in the series expansion of vo ij, insert
the value-45.9 instead of -10.4.
,
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